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PAD UCAH DAILY R
Standard. Est. April. :Me.
Register, Est. May, 1896. PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY MORNING. APRIL 18. 1907.
IMMENSE AUDIENCE GREETS
COLONEL GEORGE W. BAIN
The First Baptist Church Was Crowedd Last Night
To Hear the Strong Address Which Was Delivered
By This Noted Orator and Temperance Worker
A magnificent J1.1(1 ,I. nice greeted Col.George W. Bain at the First Baptist
-church last evening. Seated upon the
_ platform with him were Hon. E. W.
Balehe, Rev. T. T. Daton, of Louis-
vale. editor of the Western Recorder,
'Rev. J. W. Blackard, Methodist pre-
sichrig elder of the Paducah district.
Rev. J. R. Clark, assistant pastor of
the First Baptist church. Rev. J. W.
Neylor, Sfethodiet city missionary,
. and Prot A. sM. Rouse. manager of
Haaraglion's Business College.
- Col. Bain was introduced by Judge
Hamby. who stated that he had the
•hogor of introducuag Col. Bain in the
First Christian church of Paducah
-over, thirty years ago. The judge
paid a glowing tribute to the work of
Col. Rain during these years and the
part li has played its the great gains
for temperance that have been se-
-cured ii this time.
Although thirty years have passed
since then. they have touched the
.....colonel but lightly, as he is the same
r force( ul impassioned orator of for-
mer years. ,.Vifoisto flow from his lips
its such rapid- &accession one forced
to listen cleaseky to catch every one.'
very sentence is a literary gem I
.11seilliatit and sparkling as a polished i
diamond. His play noon words in I
• every instance expresses a thought I
that S•rreises one with its force. as
hen he "Every rose worn be
sa:isois keeper's elle is taken from
the cheek of a drunkard's wife."
"Kentucky' With all her faults I love
her Will. but I do not lore her mills"
. Col. Bain referred to the great
chaages in both .Ustono. and beliefs
in regard to the nse of liquor in the
past half eentuey. lie cited the. names
a1 a number if the descendants of
our great men whose litres were
wrecked by stouts/ drink, among them
a grandson of Henry (lay and a
great-grandson of Patrick Henry
ICS
 
fc iasa mantioned a list of 
nent men on both sides of the Atlan-
tic who were stricken in the prime of
life, through the same awful curse.
Of these George D. Prentice, once
editor of the Courier-Journal, and the
one only Robert Burns are names
whose ssrecked lives are amino the
saddest of tragedies.
lie also related some dramatic
personal experiences when his own
life was 2/neatened and in imminent
danger. In one instance his wife
saved his life by rushing between him
self and. a pistol aimed at his haad.
His entire discourse was an earnest
plea for the removal of the tompta-
Von* of the saloon aod its aasociate
evils Ile said what is needed is the
human touch of love for our fellows.
When this human touch prevails. sa-
loons will cease to exist.
Ile urged all yo men present
silio were Ill the u
 habit of visiting
saloons and other vile resorts to
make 1 salient promise before leaving
tier 44tisselr never to visit these places
again. /le made ,,an eloquent plea
for a higher regatrTiV i',./nother's
lose and devotion.
ilis closing appeal to the manhood
of Paducah to stand for total absti-
nence .Tnt) to allow the human touch
to till their heart. and corurol their
conduct. ending with the white ribs
bon motto, "For God and Home and
Native Land," and it was a master-
piece of oratorical effect.
Altr the benediction by Rev. J.
R. Clark, the speaker was surrounded
hy a huge crowd eager to grasp his
howl and congratulate him on his
eloquent address.
Col. Bain will speak this evening at
the Broadway Methodist church anti
unless the weather interferes the
church is likely to be crowded to its
utmost capacity.
his evening his subject will he
"Our Duty -.91 Citizens"
at PADUCAH WILL
PROTECT FLAG
NAMESAKE OF THIS CITY EN
ROUTE TO HONDURAS
NOW.
•
Pine Little Warship Will Show Col-
onel Lents What Is Means to
Tear to Shreds the Stars
and Stripes.
'rbe gtniboat Paducah, named after
• 
this city. is now en route to Hon-
tiara to teach the revolutionary lead -
em', Colonel Isaula, what it means for
a foreigner to trample upon the rights• 
of Americans, and especially to tear
to shreds and spit upon a flag of these
United States. Paducaharts vinH learn
with prde that the namesake of this
city i assigned to the duty of pro-
-tecting Oki Glory, and there is nonehot who believe she will acquit her-
self in the creditable manner cheese-
teristi: of everything bearing the
name -Paducah." The dispatch says!
"Puerto Cortex, Honduras, April 16(via New Orleans. La.)—The United
States gunboat Marietta, Capt. Fut-
lint commanding, left here last night
for Triesilin. Honduras, for the por-
P9aa of itIveltialating and punishing
an outrage on the American flag.
• "According to infortnation received
here, Col. Iseola, the Honduran revo-
lutionary leader, who is in ccmunand
of the occupation forces at Truxillo,
hauled down an American flag from
a house occtspied by an American
and when the American protesred,
Isania became enraged, tore the flag
to tatters, spat upon it and threw it
on the gromid an stamped it with
hie feet.
"When the outrage was reported
-SO apt. Admen he telegraphed the
eittiboat Paducah to meet him at
Ceiba and the two warships will pro-
ceed to Trirxillo to teach Teaula a
'lessotr., .••• Arm
"What •Fullsm proposed to do to
• Issola 'he declined to state, but the
commend/1(s flamer indicated that
ptinishment weld follow." .
Willing Workers.
The German 'FArangelical church
Willing Workers meet this afternoon
with Mrs Wenry Mammen of 4t6
'South Fifth street.
40. .16 •••
WILLIAMSON
PAYS OWN FEE
COSTS" DOES NOT INCLUDE
THE ATTORNEY'S FEE IN-
CURRED
Dr. Harry Williamson Will Have to
Bear That Expense. and Not
the Public Treasury.
AGED Milli WAS
IN A MU HURRY
CAME ON FROM ST. LOUIS
BEFORE HIS PEOPLE
COULD BE FOUND.
BOOTLE66ER LEAPED
FROM FLYING TRAIN
THIEVES VISITED STORES OF
VOGT, SEG.ENFELTER
AND DUNN.
Miss Jeanette Petter Had Her Lost
Purse Restored to Her
Yesterday.
estetilay morning Chici of Police
Collins received a letter from General
manager W. H. McClain, of thc Prov-
idents' association of St. Louis, ask-
ing if anyone h •re knew a John W.
Williams, who had arrived from Tex-
as in St I.Outs on charity passes and
applied to the Provident.' association
for a ticket to Paducah. on the ground
that he had a son and some nephews
residing here who uould take care
of him Manager McClain wanted to
know if Paducahan. would send the
money for the old gentleman to come
here, and the chief was looking up
his relatives, when lam evelling Mr.
Williams himself arrived on the ft:to
o'clock train from St. Louis, replant-
ing that he had been furnished a
ticket It developed that he bad a
van named Wm. Williams. who did
live up, at Sayles. five miles out of
this city on tho Louisville division of
the I. C.. but who has now gone to
Arkansas. Officer Henry Singery took
charge of the aged man on arrriing
here. saw that he was furnished with
lodging anti meals for last night,
while this morning Williams will go
on tip to Styles.
It develop, that the city will not
have to pay the $to fee Judge R. T.
I.ightfoot charged City Physician
Harry Williamson to defend the lat-
ter last week at the trial given the
physician by the municipal alder-
manic board of the charges accusing
the doctor of neglecting to perform
his official &gift when he tensed to
render medical aid to the late Mr.
Otho Fisher. who died one morning
at the city hall. Dr. VVilliamson
ckared himself. technically. of The
charge' and it was announced that
the city would have to pay out of She
public treasury the fee Judge Light-
foot charged Williamson in defend
him on account of the law* stating
that when an accused public official
comes clear of the charges the mu-
rvicipalits shall pay all the "costs" in-
cidental to investigation of the ac-'
easels:ma
It develops. however, that the
"costs" does not include the attor-
neys' fees, threfore I. Williamson
will have to pay for defending him-
self and did not put in his claim for
consideration of the councilmen and
aldermen, whom, it is understood.
would; have rejected it if presented.
INSPECTION TRIP.
Louisville Division Officials Went
Out on Special Train.
Superintendent A. If. Egan. Roads
master Bliss, Traveling Engineer B.
J. Feeny. Trait/master L. E. McCabe
and Chief Dispatcher L. E. Page, of
the Louisville division for the Illinois
Central railroad, left here yeste'rday'
morning at 8 o'clock on a special
train to remain ont several' days in-
specting the coempany properties be-
tween here and Louisville.
Ik has no power with men who
has no ph.tience with children,
, • •. e 4.0 -.0,0..
Burglars Out Again.
Yesterday morning u de%eloped
that bestial's visited several pjlaces
the night before, but not much was
gotten They took the glass out if
the window at Earl Dunn's drug store
on Seventh and Clay streets and en-
tered. but nothing is missed from the
stock.
By craaling through a door tran-
som. airy effected entrance into Dr.
James Segenfelter's drug house at
Ninth and Tenneseee streets. The
cash box was touched for $5S here.
Clarenp grocery at Ninth
and /la n streets was entered and1.4 in pennies taken.
Purse Recovered.
Three week. ago Mats.. Jeanette
Noes dropped her purse in a Broad-
way store and it was picked up by a
young %simian who was noticed. Sitelives at a nearby city. Finding out
who found the pocaetbook Detective
William Gaker advertised for it, and
yesterday the guise was returned to
Miss Petter, the finder sending itback by mail on learning to whomit belonged
Wife Claims She Was Whipped.
John Newton, colored, was locked
up last event)); by Officer Ernest
Hill on the charge of whipping his
wife in their home at Bord's
in the north end of the cits.
• VOL. XXIII. NUMBER 307.
AT THE POINT
OF THE BAYONET
Leaped Froth Train.
Sheriff John Galloway of Mayfield
yesterday arrested Harry Phinittc,
and was en route here on the I. C.
train arriving at 7:30 a. m. from the
south. when Phillipa leaped from the
train that was gaing 25 miles an hour.
Phillips alighted irately and was dash-ing through a field when Conductor
Arnn pulled the air brakes and
brought the train to a sudden stop.The shreciff leaped off, have chase,
and fired severa' times at Phillips,
who fell to the ground: but it devel-
oped he was not injured, having fallento erape the bullets. The shariff
then drove overland from HickoryGrove. where Phillips jumped off, toilienton, to which point he had started
with Phillips, who escaped jailBenton several weeks ago after socv-
log only a few weeks of the six
months sentence given him for beot-
legging. Phillips was handcuffed on
the train yesterday morning.
GOVERNOR HANLY, OF INDI-
ANA, WILL PUT STOP
TO GAMBLING..
POLICE HOLD POOL ROOM;
TROOPS ARE READY TO MOVE
OFFICERS MOVE ON STOCK-
ADE WITH DRAWN PIS-
TOLS—INJUN'CTION
BOGUS.
Attorney General Finds SheriN Had
Been Stopped by a Worth-
less Paper.
Chicago, April 17.--The Chicago
Examiner last night received the fol-
lowing message from the executive
mansion at Indianapolis, Ind., author-
ized by Governor Hanley:
Indianapolis. Ind., April 16, 1907 —
If necessary Governor 'Hants, will
call on the National guard to stop
gambling in I.ake county, Ind. Judge
Tuthill did not grant a restraining
order, as first reported.
FRED 1. GEMMER, secretary to
Governor Ilanly.
For the first time in the four years
of its existence, the Dearborn park
pool room. on the Wabash railroad.
near Hammond, Ind., is in possession
of the police.
Last night ten policemen from
Ilatnmond marched upon the gam-blers' stockade The pack of faro-
rions dogs usually kept in leash to
ward off police attacks was not in
es-idetsce.
"Shoot the dogs if they even bark."
were the police nstruetions and the
bluecoats advanced with revolvers in
hand. As the invaders marched to
the gate a lonely sentinel calmly
greeted them.
"We Eave.cisme. by order of At-
torne*Gencral Bingham, to take poi':
session of this place, whch is runningin violation of the law." said theleader of the police
"Go ahead.' One nian can't fight
ten," replied the watchman, and he
wandered off to Hammond as the po-licenten, two abreast, marched into
the Monte Carlo of Indiana.
Police Stay Pending Litigation.
Throughout the night the police
did sentinel duty up and down the
corridors, peering front the loopholes
and commenting on the probability
of the watchmen returning with an
army of retainers and an auxiliary
force of bloodhounds.
At 7 o'clock this morning a shift
of ten policemen will relieve the men
on duty, and tonight they, in turn,
aill be relieved. These shifts will
continue until the courts decide the
rights of the parties to the contro-
versy.
Yestirday morning die authorities
almost seized the stronghold. Then
something happened. Attorney Gen-
eral Bingham. accompanied by twopolicemen, had started to take poses-hion when they were served with a
copy of an application for a restrain-
ing order commanding the authorities
to desist in their eforts to ruin the
gambling business of the coterie that
own the pool room.
Execute Trick on Sheriff.
An application had been filed but
Judge Tuthill declined to take action
until today in order to give the rep-
resentatives of the state an oppor-
ttmity to be represented.
The attorney for the pool room
maaagement returned to the strong-
hold with a copy of the application.
for a restraining order and in a most
digeified manner served it upon the
sheriff. The sheriff, not having the
advantage of training in the law
gaitled the impression that the order
had actually been heard by Judge
Tuthill and that he and his men were
enjoined from taking pcssessiOn of
the place.
Ile immediately notified his men
to this effect and for a time the Ham-
mond police made no further attempt
to interfere with the pool selling at
Dearborn park.
New Bible Class.
The newly organized ',lisle class
for the Kentucky avenue Presbyterian
church has selected John G. Miller
president, Carl Faust vice president.
1and Miss Ruth Creemens secretary
and treasurer.
QUAKE CLAIMS
MANY VICTIMS,
eight persons and the list of injured
will total ninetysthree, although when
complete reports are received it is ex-pected that both the list of dead and
wounded will be greatly augmented.Cilpancingo, wish incomplete re-ports, shows twelve persons dead andthirty wounded.
Chilapa reports fourteen dead andthirty-nine wounded.
Tixtla reports twelve dead and
twenty-four .wounded.
Owing to The cernoteness of many
small towns in the affected region it
will be some days before complete
reports of the disaster can be re-
ported.
CABBIES AND MINISTERS
FORM A COMBINATION.
Youngstown, 0., April 17-"-A con(
bination among cab drivers and min-
isters of the city to monopolize the
business of merrying eloping couples
who visit this city for that purpose,
was revealed here today during the
trial of Edward Cramer, a hackman,
sharged with having importuned a
couple to go with him to probate
court. and later to a minister's house.
"The ministers usually divide their
fees with uh." said the prisoner. "We
are asked to bring the couples to their
homes for marriage ceremonies, and
they 'split' with us."
•Ntonber Killed Placed at Thirty-
Eight---Ninety-Three Injured,
Mexico City, April 17.—According
to the latest available information
frcan various points in Southern
Mexico. which are as yet meager, the
death list as a result of the recent
ell-thquake will aggregate thirty-
HALF DOLLAR
CAUSED FIRE
HOME OF MRS. BETTIE HAG-
ERDEN BURNED LAST
EVEN INC.
Dr. Jesse Gilbert Lost Sixty-six
Chickens During a Fire at His
Mechanicsburg Place.
1...4.4 evening about 7 o'clock the
two rooin home of Mrs. Bettie Hag-
erden, in rear of No. t Huntingdon
Row. was destroyed by fire, leaving
the wrintan and her several children
in a homeless and destitute condition.
as the liousehnld effects were anburned and house reduced to ashes.
One of the children let a half adollar roll underneath the bed in one
of the rooms, and the mother stoopedbeneath the couch with a lighted
match in her hand In find the money.
when the mattress ignited and caused
a flame to flare up quickly. It spread
aith such rapidity that the womanbarely had time to gather up her chil-dren and run out in the open. The
department were siimmoned at once.but the angry flames 'had about com-
pleted their work by time of the sta-
tion men's arrival.
Mrs. Hagerdett had San concealedin the house, and after the fire died
out the firemen made a thorough
search of the charred heaps, and
Captain Slaughter and Member Noah
English found Sri of the snm in dif-
ferent places.
The poor 1% 0111211 and children are
being cared for by kind friends and
neighbors until they get another
borne and some furnishings.
Chickens Roasted.
Yesterday morning at 3 o'clock fire
burned tits- chicken incubator kept
by Dr. Jesse Gilbert on the premises
to rear of .his drug store on Meyers
Street. just across the Fourth street
Island. creek bridge in 'Mechanicsburg.
Sixty-six little chickens, just hitched
out, were roasted alive. Officer Sam-
uel Howell discovered the blaze and
summoned the firemen,who prevented
spreasang 0; the RaMes that con-
summed the incubator an smallframc lionse in which it was kept.
The 'ehicatna e;ere of the finest breed:
Dr. Gilbert hang a raiser of fancyfowl upon a small scale.
. Rickmants Grocery Burned.
The rasokass- establishment of J
Rickman 0 Bridge street. Mechanics-
hiwg, calight fire a few minutes be-fore II o'clock last night and was
comalettly destroyed, the loss
ametinting to about at,500.
The building is a frame and stoodjust across the-Sixth street Island
creek brdee in Mechanicsburg. An
alarm came in from box No. 34 at
Fourth and Broad streets, five blocks
from Rickman's. and the South Side
department went_ to 34, but seeing
the blaze hartied to the burning storehouse, losing many moments by the
alarm coming from much a distant
boa. The building was a mass of
flames when thcv arrived and none of
the atock was saved. The origin
is imknown.
Enoch Fletcher's home adjoining
caught fire, but was put out. sustain-
ing only a synall loss.
ODD FELLOWS'
INTERSTATE
PADUCAHANS HAVE COM-
PLETED ARRANGEMENTS
TO ATTEND.
IMMENSE GATHERING WILL
BE METROPOLIS ASSEMBLAGE
COLONEL SINGLETON ORA-
TOR OF DAY AT BARLOW
CELEBRATION.
Many Paducahans go to Srnithlaad
to be Present at Institution
of New Lodge.
A delegation Ul bet eral hundred
Odd Fellows will go from this city
to Metropolis, Apel At, one week
front tomorrow, to participate in the
annual gathering of the Odd Fellow*
Interstate association that iududes all
the subordinate bodies of this order
ht Western Kentucky and Southern
Illinois. The committee arranging
for attendance of the Paducah breth-
ren consists of A. C. Mayer, A. E.
Cole and 'Peter Beckenbach of Ingle-
side lodge; 3. 0. Keebler, E. T. Mk-
Kinney and Roy Judd, of Mangum
lodge; A. Butler. Mode Price and W.
Thomas Goodman of Mechanicsburg
lodge; and they have about complete_ d
the preparations.
All Paducah Odd Fellows aal as-
semble at their hall on Fifth and
Broadway at 7:30 o'clock the morning
of April 36, and an hour later the
line of idarch will be formed on Fifth
street by each lodge's marshal. I 011 -
!til•ting oi E. T. alcKinney.„for Man-
gum, C. F.. Renfro for Ingleekle. and
Henry McGhee for Nfcchanicsburg
ledge. On that day the grand mar-
shal for the combined lodges win be
designated. and with Deal's hand at
the head of the procession, the dele-
;cation will march down Broadway to
the river where they will bnard the
steamer George Cowling that has
beetachartered as the official boat for
the occasion, and which will leave
the wharf promptly at 9 o'clock. Site
will return here several times during
the day, leaving on her return to that
neighboring est!, at it a m.. 2 p. M.
,acanidianOs ap.t m. After the grand ball,
winch closes the day's convention. the
boat will return here with the Padu-
tiaso o'clock.
Mr. J. 0. Keebler will hate charge
oi the band going along with the
Paducah delegation that will he ac-
companied by a large number of af-
filiates front Fobicandale. Massac. La-
mont and other surrounding lodges,
while immense numbers will be there
from Cairo. Mound City, Joppa,
Marion and other points.
The Rebekah degree will be exm-
palled by Parthenia Rebekah degree
staff of Cairo, while there will be
present Miss Margaret E. Weldon.
vice president of the Illinois State,
assembly.
The programme at Metropolis will
consist of a grand street parade. band
contest, speaking". competitive de-
gree work, grand interstate ball, trip
tc Fort Mame and other features
ceovemrbyibtdnyg. to form a good time for
Hon. Peter J. Beckenbach of this
city is president of the Interstate
association, which will choose mu w
officials during the gathering.
On the same date the Odd Fellows
at tBarlow. Ballard county, will cele-
brate, April 26 being the time of in-
auguration of the secret order. Col.
Cu'. G. Singleton 4if Paducah will be
the orator of the day for the Barlow
gathering, having been iiviteil to ••,i..
ficiatc in this capacity some weeks
ago.
I Odd Fellows' New Lodge.
i Arrangements are being made forinstitution of a lodge of Odd Fellows
at Smithland. The induction will oc.
cur in out ten days or two weeks.
and .probably be presided over by
Past Grand Master A. NV. Clements
at request of the grand master of this
state, Mr. W. C. G. Hobbs. The new
lodge will start off with twenty-five
members, and many Paducahanq will
attend and will furnish the charter
affiliation necessary for the institu-
tion.
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT.
Carl Anderson vs. George Moreau.,
to rounds, at West Hammond, TM. -
Abe Attell vs. Tommy (VToole, site
rounds, at Philadelphia.
Maurice Sayers vs. Tank Russell‘
TO rourKb. at Milwaukee,
;44
••••••••••
ing force iiad I keep my thoughts go-
ing!' • • .•#1 0
Pressed to admit that elle took
some form if exercise, Mee -Lang-
try warmly answerest: "Of course I
do! The fact that I believe in the
power of mind inCr matter doesn't
blind mc to tee fact that the feund-
aeon and when, secret of beauty is
good health A site woman can't
be beautiful.
'Work, sunnriee, exercise. soap
rine wattle plain rioirrishing food.
fresh aid and ehecenniness are my re-
cipe for lotanty. Her' is the daily
program wh'-e ; leen- followed fi”-
tv,enty years:
"At 8 (eelestc (Venn morning my
imiid brings inc a c112 of tea or clew
olate--very rano enffee—and a bit
eif toast, ed ....et in bed. Then
read my 1 -•, look over the pa-
rcel. and 'a• .• - • iy or my bath—a
cold bath: i.e Ads waiter and
NAME IZEt,EIVER FO A.:
BENTON MERCANii LO.
C. C. ROSE AND OTHER STOCKHOLDERS FILED SUIT FOR
THIS PURPOSE IN BENTON COURT YEFERDAY—PRISON:
DRS VACCINATED AND WILL BE TAKEN TO PRISON
N1?1XT MONDAY—ROBERT WILSON. A COLORED BOY WILL
HAVE TO AWAIT FALL GRAND JURY—BUSINESS OF THE
COURTS.
'At :oriel., Oliver, Oliver & Mc-
Gregor yesterday filed in the circuit
court at Benton a suit to throw the
Beeves Mercantile company into the
leaula of a receiver, she lawyers rep-
resenting C. C. Rose and other stock-
holders who charge E. A. Stroud, the
organieer mid president of the com-
pany, with using fraud in interesting
them.
The company was ctarted the first
of this year at a capitalization of
$s.000, one-half of which stock Stroud
owira, while five other stockholders
control the balance. Rose holds
$soo stock, as do each of the two
other stockholders requesting ap-
pointmet of the receiver to wind up
the business.
Stroud has been in business for a
number of years at Benton, and the
petitioners now filing the litigation
contend he claimed he would put in
a bran new nock for the mercantile
company, but that instead he used
his old node Stroud is also presi-
lent end owner of The Model store
at Benton both the establishments
being leaden( firma of the town.
The liabilities of the mercantile
compasay amount to about Ss.soo,
while the assets are about $2.500.
Suit for Civil Orders.
inter Reed has finished the crimi-
nal business for this term. but will
tomorrow be on the bench to receive
some documents and make orders in
different civil actions that have been
appealed from his tribunal to the
coart ol appeals at Frankfort.
Noai. Monday the judge opens his
six weeks term of civil court, de-
voting the first week to calling over
the docket and ascertaining what
mitt are ready for trial, while the
Monday following the petit jury is
empaneled and trial of litigation
started.
Ileakh Officer William Graves has
vat-cleated ell the twelve convicte
enten terms in the penitentiary dur-
ing the present term of court. Sheriff
John W. Ogilvie leaves next Monday
Stir the &Winne prison with the
twelve men, and has selected the fol-
lowing guards to accompany him:
James Holly, Joseph Tomlinson,
French ?Shoemaker, William Smith
an.1 eVelle Cerneal.
Boy Lies in Jail.
mounderatanding between the
.Police. circuit and juvenile courts will
insult its little Robert Wilson, col-
ored, having to lie in the county jail
here moil next September before his
ease am be looked into. The boy is
charged with stealing a bicycle from
Sassed Plumb, of the St. Bernard
Coal company. and also with steal-
ing some "acmes from Herman Ackure
man tee second-hand dealer and sell-
inn them to Mrs. Baer. the hide
dealer. Tuesday morning Judge
.Crose, of the police court, held
oyes to the ircumit court grand
jury, titinkiag the both would have
time to tiro the cage an3
eitlier rentate irdet "neilten.
grand jury had prepared to adjeurn
and did so within i ien hours after
the lad was II nil • ver, and d:d rot
have time to !onk nit e c boy's
charge. juiee Liehtfoet ot the -use-
nile court thought the police court
judge had eined nie -a ver t the
juvenile tribunal on account of the
lad's age. Judge Lightfoot tried the
case and ordered Wilson to the state
reform school at Lexington for three
years. Yesterday the juvenile judge
discovered that Wilson had not been
turned over to his tribunal, but held
to the circuit court grand jury by the
police iudge, hence the juvenile body
had no jurisdiction. Judge Lightfoot
asked Judge Cross to set aside the
order holding the boy to the grand
jury and substitute it with an order
to let the juvenile court have the boy.
Judge Cross. would not do this, so
Judge Lightfoot had to set aside the
three years' reeirm school sentence
and now the lad has to lie in jail until
next September. as the circuit court
grand jury does not meet again iigtil
them
Hale Turned Loose.
Hannon Hale, the little colored
boy given three years in the reform
school by Judge Lightfoot in the
juvenile court for cutting Clarence
Trice, colored, daring a fight, has
been extended clemency by the judge
who set aside the sentence order and
released Hale in order :e give him
another chance.
Property Transferred.
E. W Whittemore has sold to
George C. Hughes for $t and other
consideratioins property on the north
sete of Jackson between Twenty-fifth
and Twenty-sixth streets. The deed
was left with she county clerk yes-
terday for record.
Katie C. Thomas sold to Cornelia
Austin toe Sew property on the south
ade of Thirteenth street.
George C. Hughes transferred to
E. W. Whittemore for $I and other
considerations property in the Werit-
temore addition.
Ludlow P.. Baynum sent to W. C.
Ellis lot $t and other considerations
prop ena at Twelfth and Trimble
streets.
Property on the west side of Third
between Tennessee and Norton
street. was bought by Hattie W.
reacher from H. D. Sale for $soo
Empowered to Settle.
John D. Smith, Jr., was yesterdaa
authoriaed in the county court to set-
tle any and all claims the estate of his
deceased father, ler. J. D. Smith. Sr..
has against anyone. The son Is ad-
ministrator and was .also empowered
to employ a collector to collect
money due the estate, the collector
In be paid any gum unit exceeding
fifty per cent of the collections.
Licensed to Marry.
A colored couple was licensed to
marry, they being Marion Yoteiger.
aged es. and Mary Ilingnarre aged et.
of the city
Langtry's Secret of Youthel
Mt... Langtry's perennial youth IS atiminer. I love it and couldn't do
antirce of wonder to all who have without it
loniown her since she Ione became "Tfvnt I dress slowly and do some
iansoire as a beauty. Legally she be- 
physics) cnhure tanercises—this one.
came an American some twenty ' 
4
nr 
Here 'she stood tip
years ago, yet today she looks lit- and 
swung her arms above her head
tie older than on the day when at full length, then 
forward with a.
itivine movement and down in a
was adopted, by Uncle Sam.
A writer endeavored to find out 
sweep till she touched the tips of her
' 
slippers with her finger tips, not
the formula by which she retained bending thenonees but using the hipsher youthful cotare-es of face and iform
but intly succeeded in learning that as a pivot' 
long
 as I can do
there wcia no formula. that I knew 
I ant all right," she
"I am a very buay woman," 
she said.
mays. "and I certainly do not ,sperel "I use a little powdor on my face
my time thinking of my figure and in eieryda) life, and of course I have
my beauty. Itf tell you she secret l" make !LP for the stage. I wash
and iny face with a bland soap and warmof keeping rem looks young.
that is to keep year thoughts young. water at night and every other time
Wasn't it Buddha who said, 'Tee I think it need's it. The skin can' 
mind is everything—what you the* not be kept too dean, and no ke
you become' I have proved to my- tion or cream can ever do the work
self that thonglat is a great .0enteten i in soap and water.
I, et always do •my own 'hair. lefty
maid ,brushes it. but I arrange it
' myself. I do not use false hair or
curling irons, as my own is plenti-
ful enough, anti, was CS naturally.
"I eat fruie, en omelet or a broil-
ed chop and take e cup of coffee and
then I am readly for the matinee. At
dinner I sometimes drink a little
wine. but wines- or 'stimulants of any
sort are mire to be injurious in he
long run, and I avoid them as mtsdh
ire possible. After the theater at
eight 1 take a, simple supper. .
"My night bath is a real soap
scrub with hot water. Then I de-
vote three or four minutes to deep
breathing tr. physical culture exer-
cises, end I sleep with the windows
wide open..
"I wear a ateaight front coreet anti
have a larger waiet and more apace-
to breathe because of it: I wear very
light clothing. If tie circulotion is
J. P. MORGAN SEVENTY.
Famous Financier Yesterday Reached
Three Sco.e and Ten—Half a
Century in Banking.
New York, April te.--J. Pierpont
Morgan today reached the age of
seventy years, and rounded out half
a century in the banking business.
During the past three years Mr. Mor-
gan has been devoting more attention
to art than to finance. He is now
in Europe and it is understood that
before he returns home he will have
arranged for several notable additiono
to the great art collections' that now
fill his private galleries in this city
and in his London home.
Though Mr. Morgan is still hale
and hearty and hopes to live matey
years more, he recognizes that he
has reached the time in life where
he must round out his business af-
fairs and put them in such condition
that his large interests would not
isuffer were he suddenly to die. To
this end he has been gradually turn-
ing over the cares of business to his
son and his partners.
Though Mr. Morgan has been in
the banking business for half a cen-
tury it was but little over five years
ago that he was first looked upon as
one of the industrial kings of the
United States. This was when he
began to reorganize railroads and fin-
ance some of the greatest industrial
combinations that the world has ever
known.
In American financial history Mr.
Morgan will be chiefly rememiered
for the part he took in floating the
United States Steel corporation. Foe
•many years prior to that achieve-
ment Mr. Morgan had been an im-
portant figure in the steel business,
even if Mr. Carnegie's prime posi-
tion in that field had served to ob-
scure his rival's prominence. To Mr
Morgan is due the greatest snare of
credit for bringing about the big
combination Since thc violent de-
cline in the securities of the steel
trust four years ago and the storm
of criticism that broke forth from
the thousands of investors, it has
been Mr. eforgan's chief ambition.
so it is said, to see the steel securi-
ties in such position in the market
that his most bitter critics must con-
cede that he built the great trust on
a substantial foundaion.
The Tennessee Electric Theatre,
426 Broadway, is up-to-date.
"THIS IS MY esTH BIRTHDAY"
—Charles M. Schwab.
Charles M. Schwab, former presi-
dent of the United States Steel con
poratien and one of the young men
whom Andrew Carnegie converted
into a millionaire overnight. was born
in Williamsburg Pa., April :A, 1862.
lie received but a conenton school ed.
treation and as a boy his fiskt work
was driving a Stage through the
Pennsylvania, mountain's. When he
approached manhood he entered the
service as a stake boy in the engi-
neering corps at one of the plants of
the Carnegie company. lie had a
pleasing voice and played the organ
ant) it i said that it was the latter ac-
complishment that first attracted the
attention of Mr. Carnegie. However
his may he it is certain that young
Schwab was advanced steadily, learn-
ing the steel business thoroughly an
he sent along He was scarcely 30
years of age when he became stmer-
intendent of the Homestead works.
and a few years later found him pree-
ident Of the Carnegie company. When
the latter was merged into the great
United States Steel corporation, bet-
ter known as the steel trust, and the
promoters cast about for the most
available man to become the head of
the corporation, it was Mr. Carnegie
who recommended that the best man
for, the place was MT. Schwab. "This
position Mr. Schwab held for several
year, until failing health brought
about nie ernignation. Emolatiog
the exantple of Mr. Carnegie Mr
Schwan has made several notable
philanthropic gifts. lie gave to the
town of Loretta. Ira Pennsylvania. a
new church costing Srso,000. and at
I lomestead he established the Schwab
industrial school, where boys are
taught the practical side of the oecl
making industry.
To Wed Army Officer.
Chicago. April I7.—A weckfing of
interest to arm- eircleii took place
here this evening when 'Miss Flor-
ence White, daughter of Mr. and
Nire. Hugh White, became the bride
of Lieut. Jelin R. Thomas of the Sev-
enteenth Infantry. U. S. A. Only
the family and intimate friends we're
present. Lieut. Thomas's regiment
is stationed at Fort Slocum. N. V..
where he and. his bride will make
their lieme.
•
Go to 426 Broadway.
perfect one doesn't need a lot of
flannels.
"That's all. Any woman can do it
if she has a little perseverance. As
,rule Americans cat too much A
woman can not expect to keep a
good complexion and a good figure
if she overeats. I never eat any
sweete—caddy, pastry or jellies--and
I never dint* iced water. Wines I
take rarely, champaigree never. , It
is death to a good figure.
"Please (tont' think that I am
eriticieing the way Americans eat.
for you can't blame 'them when tliey
serve the food so delightfully, but.
yeu know, ..etnerican women do eat
too much." '
l uuarml. tid%na't uiD
AS biSteiLE LY
TOM MOORE FINED $30 AND
,..-.01sTs IN THE POLICE
COURT YESTERDAY.
i The Warrant Charging Herman Ack-
urman With Maintaining Uu-
clean Premises Was
DiarniasecL
Thomas Moore, colored, was fined
$30 and costs in the police court yes-
terday morning on the charge of dis-
orderly conduct.
A. F. Clark was fined $t and costs
for engaging in a fight with William
Taylor, while the latter was assessed
a .ne of $s and costs.
The breach of ordinance charge
against Mrs. M. Kahn was continued
over until next Monday. The warrant
charges unclean premises.
The judge dismissed the warrant
charging Herman Ackurnran with
permitting a surface water closet on
his rear premises to become so fil-
thy that it was a menace and objec-
tionable to surounding residents.
He had the place cleaned up and the
charge was then dropped.
W. A. Harris was dismissed of the
charge of being drunk, while Allen
Walters was fined Sio and costs for
getting aboard more booze than he
could conveniently handle.
SEPARATE COACH
LAW UPHELD.
Negro Cannot Get Damages From
the Chesapeake & Ohio.
Frankfort, Ky., April 17—In the
court of appeals this morning Judge
Ilezterigg filed a demurrer for Judge
Carries in the writ of mandamus pro-
ceedings to compel him to return ti
Breathitt county and corect an tier
granting an appeal front lea order
changing the venue trent Breathitt
to Elliott county. Briefs were filed
on the motions.
The court affnmed the Jefferson
circuit courrt in the Louisville Rail
way company se.. little Pulliam. Ap-
pellee was given $teteo damages for
injTuhtric.•
m'court affirmed the Jefferecei
cecuit court :n the nennionwealth t-
the trustees of Ilamities College
The action was by the auditor's agent
to subject the property to taxation.
it being alleged it was operated for
gain. It claimed exemption under
section 170 ef the constitution. This
court holds it is a publiC institution
and exempts.
In J. Alexander thiks ss. Chest-
peake & Ohio. was affirmed. Chace
a negro lawyer, bought ticket from
Washington to Lexington on a Pull-
man sleeper. When thc train reached
Ashland h- wae removed to the col-
ored department. This court bolds
that the lower court had properly
passed on the question, that be was
treated like all the other passenger.
holding himilar tickete NV) dant
ages sere givee.
Good Political Move.
Washington, D. C., April .17.--In
connection' with the tender of the
internal revenue commissioner-ship to
Pearl Vs right. which ia construed as
an effort to checkmate Foralor.- in
Louisiana, it i; learned positively that
Judge George DuRelle. of Louisville
was at one time considered for tie
place.
Capt Wright—down, in New Or
leans they have bestowed this title
upon hint because he is a shop owner
—was appointed a member of the
national committee last year by Sec-
retary Cortelyou, who was still chair-
man of the committee. lie NV3.4
chosen as a comprotnise between the
"Lily White" and "Black and Tan"
factions of the repirblican party of
!Amin:tea, each of which was claim-
ing it should he represented on the
conunittee.
At thme. last national convention the
teo factions had a serious contest as
to %hose delegates should be seated,
and the national committee, acting
as umpire, decided to give each equal
reereeentatiim in the convention
TELEPHONE MEN
ELECT OFFICERS.
Louisville, April 17.—The Indepen-
dent telephone operators, of Ken-
tiscky yesterday elected the following
officri;:
President—M. B. Overly, Lenin-
ville, geueral manager Central Horne
Telephone association.
Secretary—W. G. Turpin. Hender-
son, manager Henderson Home Tele-
phone company.
Treasurer—n. W. Chambers. Win-
chester. manager Old Kentucky Tele-
phone company.
Executive Committee—R. T. Hick.
man, Henderson; B. L. Pendleten,
Winchester; Edwin Mathews.' Mays,
vale; P. St Pogue. Louisville
Delegates to National ,Convention--
George Shanklin Lexington: H. Po
McChord. Hopkinseille.
The heavenly mind is not the 0
that is in a harry to got into heaven.
but the one that labors to bring
heaven to earth.—Chicago Tribune.
Mee*
J. K. Roberts
„)ECIAL
SALE
'Mt cold and disagreeable weather
ha • /nide business a little quiet.
laiely but, we are going to make
some special pric es that, w H make
you come to this store rain or shine
$3.00 Lace Curtains ficin
fis.so Lacs Curtains $145
$2.25 Lace Curtains fit.65
2,000 yards Lace reduced from
s to 
One lot Linen
worth eVac and
to  
eSisc
Torchon Lace
roe reduced
..... Sc
One lot Children's School Hand-
kerchiefs worth 5C. .... 2 for se
isc for White Waistings reduced
from 3SC.
15c for Embroidered White Swiss
reduced from asc.
35c for Colored Embroidered
Swiss reduced from sac.
35e for Printed Silk Mull reduced
from 5oc.
15c for Printed Organdie reduced
from 35C.
ISC for Unlaundried White Shirts
13 to za% only, worth soc.
sec for Men's Stiff Bosom Per-
cale Mir es worth so.
1SC. 3 for sc. Men's Fancy Half
Hose, a bargain.
J. R Roberts
325 BROADWAY - PADUCAH, KY
Mattil, EfingerS Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 8. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
BIG cSALE
WALL PAPN
Read these Prices they will help
you make your bed moms look
fresh and new.
GET YOUR ORDERS IN BEFORE THE RUSH COMES ON.
8 cent wail paper going at 
to cent wall paper going at 4 
is cent wall peper going at 
ao-cent wall paper going at 
sc per roll
Sc per roll
roc per roll
 tsc per roll
All high grade papers in proportion. We have on hand a good
lot of canvas and lax Building and lining papers and picture frames
and window shades. I. —11;1.tt st..S JALLA.Il At I Ir
C. C. Lee
315 BROADUIRT
GLOBE BANK & TRUST Co.
Capital stock $100.000
swabs ...  $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted .to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky. •
Both Phu:sea, No. 89o,
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I toy were laid before the grand jury. Justice develop. just as well in ai-!
That body thoroughly analyzed and i lenre is it doe.. after a comae in
thoroughly digested the whole mat- , "muting't Many a dog would never have beenter in scorer. The illing was at- t t
knowledgetf. the jiwification. 
whit'I' 
: sold if he had not worn a valuable
collar. 
good policeman will do more
quay never be known in detail, estah-
got oil there on the way hack. The fished. The grand jury refused to ' A 
fl public has been j to keep a community righteous than ag in question was captured during indict ravrot. The
the war either by key Mr. /linen la thus *pared a reeking scandal. No ten moralists.
hi* compans and it has been in his exhibition id disgusting inartuwalities Trouble is mighty shy when it Sees
possesaion ever since He prized it its made to shock decent !Mods 'flu a man coming along and whistling
'highly as a trophy of the great eon. outcome may hair been in defiance a.. he walks. 
flirtan t tog& it with him to exhibit of the written law. but such defiance. If the hearts of men wore no masks
to his comrades who participated in if it exist, is preferarrble to a long, , , .gram) ittrie,i would be kept busy most
- the late celebration. Rev. Mr Hueco tedious and demoralizing public trial. n ' tne time.
offrciateil as chaplain in the excursion redoing with There is joy enough in the world foulness and infamy. j ,
man who is not sufferingparty. and on Sunday he preached a The Thaw case differs in many re- I for every .
sernina on the stcanser while on the
way lloun the Tennessee riser. Dur-
ing the sermon the old flag was dis-
played on the table and the preacher
made reference to it in his discourse.
'-Titis flaunting of the confederate
11...g in cortapiciwate places, however,
appears to have aroused the animosity
WEDDING
PRESENTS
SEE OUR STOCK OF
CUT GLASS, IIAN
PAINTED CHINA
AND
SILVERWARE
*wets lcom the Favrot isecideht. • IThrut a l'e"T tre"ue •
Thaw is a yoang mare utterly with- I s of the l'ImRing the
out character. Ili, sole porpoae ial pees. bait it was the silent sting that
life seems: to have been the purchase ode the Insect famous.
at any cost of anything to feed libid- There is. 4omething good in every-
inous desires. He fell in love with thing if one only goes about it in
a pretty chorus girl, who had her- the right way- to get it out.
self previously fallen, irom grace. .Ac- The little fellow.' often do a great
work by writing down the deeds ofquainted with all the details, or the
chorine girl's shamelcsa life. Thaw 1 their great contemporaries.
wearried firs Stanford Yk4iite. who It there had been no dreamer- iii
the world thc toilers would neverhad been previously intimate. with
have whistled as they worked.Mrs. Thaw, then ought to win her
from her husband. Therein he gave Many a man has achieved Slifer', S
justification for an application of the emtly because his opponent did not
have the nerve to call his bluff.
You can never tell how much re-
ligion a man has by the number of
Scriptural verses he can qnote.
It will do not harm to remember
that the men in front never has any
kick about the dustiness of the road.
D
Southern civiliration and social ctte- The way some men live they tri-
tome, to draw its own lesson', from dently forget that they cannot hire
Tia attorney to represent them onthe two cases. Which is hotter--or
worse—the sentiment demanding the judgment day.
release of Favrot, or the system that
permits the slayer of White ,to go
practically free. hut only after an
exposure of infamous conditions
which have startled America?
11 Wanner
.1' 
SY
Biew's Pharmacy
U;) (U4 C W111 1U?, :Aire 4vhen .31.33re
gestion. Both uonlorns to Uncle Cam's Pu • & D:•;rg
fail, and StAW'S S TO vt AC I TABLIL us, th.. ire fo^
winwase a 
--asassv'sve• swan"
1-- AL L
Atelics
Ai it 1 kk 'JP
...
IMP 11
I WO
LANG ROTH ERS
ABSOLO LA.) ARANTEE WHERAVUt. SOLD
These are
Specidi Remedies
_ _ 
P S I 6FFieE
MilMITED
FLAG OF "Tlic. LOST CAUSE"
EXCITED UNIONISTS ANIMOSITY
ST. LOUIS DISPATCHES PUBLISHED IN THE CHICAGO PA-
PERS STATE TAHT FEDERAL SOLDIER STOLE CONFED-
ERATE FLAG FROM REV. HUREN WHILE STEAMBOAT
WAS NEAR PADUCAH LAST WEEK, AND CONSIGNED THE
FLAG TO FLAMES, SO GREAT WAS HIS HATRED FOR THE
SOUTHERN COLORS.
It has developed that as the steam-
er City of Saltillo was nearing this
city one night last week en route
back to St. Louis with the delegation
of federal soldiers who had been to
the Shiloh celebration, that one of
-the union soldiers had his animosity
-so aroused that he stole a cooled-
-grate flag belonging to Rev. F. 14.
Huren, who was on the trip, but got
-elf at Paducah. The delegation uf
too or more northern soldier* passed
through here the first of this month
aboard the !learner Saltillo that took
them on at St. Louis. They went on
to the famous battlefield and cele-
brated the anniversary of the memor-
able conflict that occurred upon the
field. Major James H. Asheraft, the
commissioner of Shiloh National park
joined the boat here, went up to the
affair and got off here en route bacict
The Clreago (III.) Chronicle of
'hot Sunday had the folloving dis-
patch from St. Louis regarding the
theft destruction of the confed-
erate flag•
-The excursion of veteeans of the
civil war and their families under
the auseices of the National associa-
tion of the Battle of Shiloh Survivors
miburned from Pittsburg landing.
where they participated in the forty-
fifth anniversary celebration of the
battle Shiloh on Saturday last. The
trip was made on the steamer City
of Saltine) of the St. Louis and Ten-
',ewe River Packet company. age
the party arrived about 5 o'clock ye•
terday morning. The excursionists
were icon) northern Missouri. Iowa,
Colorado, North nakota and other
northwestern states, and many of
them left for home on the morning
traimt
"But one tncident occurred to Mr
the pleasure of the voyage from this
Pittsburg landing and back,
and OA was the theft and subse-
quent binning of a emsfederatc flag
belousong to Roy. F. H. Karen, who
hoarded the steamer at Paducah end
unwritten law. but not in .the same
sense as did the Favrot case. The
woman in the latter was blameless.
The Times points out that the jury
which tried the Thaw case. was a rep-
resentative one It is. therefore. up
I to New York. en often critical of
of at least one old union soldier of
the excursion party, and evidently he
determined to put a stop to it. On
Monday. when the boat was nearing
Paducah the clergyman's stateroom
was entered, the old flag was stolen
from his suit-case, quietly taken to
the stove in the cabin and in a few
moments it was in ; saes. The person
who threw it into the fire, and who
was a veteran of the party, appeared
to gloat for a moment over his
achieverr.ent, hut soon afterward dis-
appeared in the crowd. The rnatter
was soon afterward reported to the
officers of the boat and an effort was
made by Captain Harry N. Cranes
master of the steamer, to find out
who burned the trophy, but he was
not lomted."
The Favrot and Thaw Oases.
(Louisville Herald)
Well does the Chattanooga Times
draw a comparison between the Fas.-
rot and Thaw cases. The two case.
involved the unwritten law The one
was a Northern case and the other a
Southern case The Favrot is more
typical of what the unwritten lave
many is than the. Thaw case of what
it is not George K. Favrot. a man
of high character in Lonsiana, who
had been repeatedly honored with
popular confidence, now serving as a
member of the Sixtieth congress. de-
liberately and without hesitation
killed R. If Aldrich, his wife's tra-
ducer. Aldrich had been Favrot's
life-long. warm personal friend. But
Favrot, as soon as he became con-
vinced of :Aldrich's treason, gave him
TEXAS GOLIf TOURNEY
Second Annual Meeting of State As-
sociation Opens at San Antonio
With Big Attendance.
San Antonio, Tex., April 17.—With
an entov list far in eclipse of that of
last year the second annual tourna-
ment of the Texas Golf Association
opened auspiciously today on- the
links of the San Antonio Golf and
Country Club. The golf clubs of
Fort Worth, Dallas, Houston, El
Paso, Cleburne, Galveston, Austin
and Waco are represented in the
touniament, which is to last three
days. The excellent scores and the
of-
ficials in coda
promptitude of y bt.otqhmanilfayp ers
uncle
combine to give promise of the best
-tournament ever pulled off in the
Southwest
COLLEGE BALL GAMES.
Harvard vs. Naval Cadets at
napolis. Md.
Carlisle Indiana vs. St. John's
lege at Carlisle, Pa.
liesinus college vs. Gettysburg
lege at Coletteville, Pa.
Trinity college vs. Washington
Lee, at Lexington. Va.
University of Georgia vs.
at Athens, Ga.
Louisiana State university vs. Mar-
ion Institute at Marion. Ala.
Erskine college vs. Clemson college
at Clemson. S. C.
University of Michigan vs Michi-
gan Agricultural college at Lansing.
Micli
Lrniversity
South Side
apolis.
?if (millionth cellege vs
lege at Galesburg, III.
fiedding college vs. Iowa
an at .Abington, Ill. ,
Belot College vs. Fret
-port
lean, at ncloit, Wis.
of Minnesota vs the
high school at Ni 'rine -
Knox Col-
Wesley-
league
You shrink) hear the songs .at the
Tennessee Electric Theater. They
are height and new and !sung by an
moist.
not even a moment's warning. PHILOSOPHIC POINTS.Favrot was arrested, and all the
facts in any way bearing on the trag-
CHICAGO DOG SHOW
--- -
Opens Under Auspices of Chicago
Kennel Club. With Record-
Breaking Exhibits,
Chicago. III., April 17.--An entry
list of over i,000 was practically fill-
ett when the doors were opened this
morning for the annual bench show
of the Chicago Kennel Club. The
record,
 
of entries from ChiCago was •
broken, and there were many exhth-
its from New York, Buffalo, Bost•on
Milwaukee and, other points. Dos
ranging in tweet? from the sacred dog
of Mexico, the Chihisrthna. to the
bloodhound,. are shown. Atignst
Belmont, J. Pierpont Morgan. Sam-
uel Untermeyer. R. C. Vanverbilt
and other prominent Eastern fanciers
JEWELER. 
have eons snare of their blooded
dog's to the show. The exhibition311 BmAnwAy pun 5,1-1 ve'll conflate until the mos the
The trouble' with "virtue in rags"
is that the world is so frightened by
the rags that it cannot sec what they
cover.
It wools! he mighty interesting to
know where people keep their Sun-
day belief, during the other six days
it;' the week.—Florida Times-Union.n
• week 
. ;AM
An-
col-
col-
and
Sewanee
Edgar W. Whittemore
, Real Estate Apncy
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay.
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it Office Fraternity Building,
EDGArt W. WHITTEMORE, Padu-
cah, Z.7.
ROBBERS BLOW SAFE OF
SEBREE OFFICE TO
SMITHEREENS.
Secure $725 in Money and Swipe
Everything Else of Value in
the Building.
Henderson, Ky., Ape'! 17.—At an
early hour this morning the postoffice
at Sebree, Webster county, was
wrecked by dynamite when robbers
blew the safe into smithereens and
secured $725 in money and stamps.
Sebree is a town of zoo° people,
and the rubbery was one oi the bold-
est on record. No one :..crns to have
heard the explosion and the theft
was not discovered until this morn-
ing. It is not known exactly at what
hour the robbery occurred.
The office was stripped of every-
thing of value, and the postmaster
was compelled to appeal to Hendee-
sonfor assistance. The postoffice here
supplied Sebree with stamps, cards,
money orders, etc., necessary for car-
rying on business.
The robbery was evidently done
by experts, but no clew to their
identity or the direction of their es-
cape The community was dazed
by the boldness of the theft, and
thus far there has been little effort
to apprehend the culprits.
RIVES-BURDEN WEDDING
Two New York Families of Social
Prestige Allied By Marriage
Yesterday Morning.
New York, April 17.—The chantry
of Grace church was the scene to-
day of one of the largest and most
fashionable weddings of the season
The contracting parties were Moo
Natica Rives, daughter of Mrs. G.
Lockhart Rives, and William Proud-
fit Burden, son of the late James A
Borden of New York and Troy. Both
families are of the highest social
standing. and exclusive society hunt-
ed out in force for the wedding.
There was no attempt at elaborate
display. however. owing to the fact
that the Burden family is in mown,-
ing. The Rev. Dr. William Reed
Truntingifein. rector of Grace church,
performed the cererr:-.:-.y and Bishop
Potter pronounced the benediction.
Afterwards there was a hrc-Arfaat and
reception at the home of the bride's
parent..
The bride, who is one of the hand-
somest young women in society. wag
never formally introduced, hut has
always: been a favorite here and at
Newport. She is the only child of
Oliver IL P. Belmont and his first
wife, who was a Miss Whiting, and
has beets for a number of years .Mrs.
Gettrwe T.. Reeves. Mr Pnrdeis is a
grandsorr of the late Henry Burdett,
the iromnaster and inventer, who wae
born in Scotland and who beanie the
head of one of the largest rolling
miffs and iron and steel establish-
ments in this country.
111EMEBER OF "BLACK HAND"
••••••••Two•
Is Greek Murderer Who 'Stew Thos.
James in Maysville.
May-ville. Ky., April ts nameter
Marhant. the Greek who shot This
Janice. a Macedonian, is a member of
the Hand." Tatters found on
his person addressed to Cast' &
Meko, Cincinuati, without street'mtni
her. say: "I paid spy good pay. I
shot him two times. T tee him lay
on ground. T am. to kill 'Bill;' you
know who I mean. Casta, you go
with Pavetto to Sam Phillips and see
how 3iitch money he give, and send
it to my girl. (Signed) Damater
Nan= Macham."
.Rabbit Pest in a Graveyard
(T.oridon Globe.)
Stettin ' suffers from Australia's
plague of rabbits, hut only in Me prin
cipal cemetery. Here they ars- a ve-
ritable pest and so far all efforts to
get rid of them have been unavail-
ing. Into holes, where holes could
he fotmd. carbolic acid was poured,
but bunny of the graveyards is quite
as cozy in a thick hush under a fine
tree as in any hole, and he tnaicies
-the tree hark ffy as far up as he can-
reach it. There has been one hattue,
bait the rabbits, are again as numerous
as ever. The other day while a fu-
neral was in progress a rabbit en-
sconced itself confidingly at the foot
n• the officiating clergyman.
INSURE WITH
BEBOUT &SMITH
"ArythIng in Insurance"
OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONEI385
FOR SALEI
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large col-
umn, back porch hauled in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large BedRoom, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, OneKitchen Pantry. Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water Located onlot aozz6o feet.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATk. & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED
See L. D Sanders, Office 318 South Sixth. Phone sts.
1 Fe
American-German
National Bank
Capital 
 ..
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits . . .
Stockholders' Lia-
bility 
Total 
Total Resources . 
 
$230,000.00
100,000.00
230,000.00
$560,000.oe
$983,453.24
DiltECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A.
A. Petter, C. F. Rieke,
Thompson, Preekksta;
Ed. L. Atkies, Cashier.
Bawer, Louis F. Kolb, H.
Masco. Barnett, Gee. C.
T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Healthy Bath Rooms
VIIPP•rt 
Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house, "Siosaimad• Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own,
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samples at
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. nANNAN.sou
'loth Phone! WI saa St. atb. •
INC11151A
66 NUISLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Side
!Moot Strong and Evenly
40 Are Sure Fire, 
•
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The SAM
For Sate Eu•rvwhere,
 41114111111141,1•141■1111111111111111111111111111.
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The Scheme to Limit Saloons.
On the face of it the proposed ordi-
nance to limit the number of saloons
In Paduach looks as though it might
redound to the public good, but we
are of the opinion that it will work
more to the interest of certain liquor
*ild brewery, people in this city who
control about 8D per cent of the sa-
loons in this city. That gang of
schemers hold leases on nearly every
available house in the city that can
be used for saloon purposes, and if
the city passes an ordinance along
the lines suggested the value of those
leases will increase thousands of dol-
lars. .as e saloon has been established
at every point in Paducah where it
seems possible to obtain a license,
the innovation proposed willehave a
tendency to create a saloon trust and
in which only certain brands of
whisk's and beer would be sold. It
would sive the gang a virtual monop-
oly of the saloon businese in Paducah
That crowd is preparing to control
the next city government and if they
%fleeced they will at once proceed to
put the other saloons out of business.
in a city like Paducah with the right
kind of a pull it is easy to make it
hot for the saloons not controlled, by
the trust and to suffer the trust-con-
trolled saloons to be unmolested.
Some of our reader; may doubt this.
but we are here to say that in the
good city of Paducah there have
been lime, when certain saloons were
required to toe the mark and others
permitted to ruo wide open.
It re a known fact that certain
liquor and brewery interests tlte.
quite a prominent part in politics in
tins city, both in the democratic and
republican ranks. They are not in
polities for their health and by reason
of *e pull they have exerted herete-
fore they have done much to make
Padtscah notorioas as a whisky-rid-
tiers city. They are always schemiror
and planning to make a dollar and
they have no scruples about how it is
done. If they had their-way about it
they would put every independent sa-
loon out of business along svith the
few that are barked by other into--
testa They ace seeking a market for
their. particnlae whisky and beer and
most have a market.
• Padite2h has too many saloons and
especially too many dives, and the
proper procedure is to enforce the
law strictly against each and. every
tone of them, and when that is done
at least one-half of them will be put
out of business. The sentiment in
this city, however, is to wipe out the
saloons entire)y. The people have
stood the insolence of a few whisky
people long enough, and the decent
people of Paducah have made up their
minds that it is time for that gang
to he run into their holes, where they
can no longer gather together al-
most daity to plot against reputable
eitizene whom s they cannot control
and to seek their destruction. That
gang is a curse to this city and the
merchants and others are beginning
to feel the effects of that crowd. If'.
in ordsr to break the hold that they
have on this city, it is neceseary to
vote saloons out of the city, the
earlier that it is done the better it
will be for the people.
If the general council passes the
ordinance limiting the number of sa-
loons, their successors next year could
repeal it if in so desired. The truth
of the matter is, the gang is begin-
ning to see the handwriting on the
wall and they fear a local option vote
in Paducah and therefore see, the
necessity of doing something to stay
if possibli the rising sentiment
&Runlet saloons in this city. And, as
stated above, owning the leases on all
• incelterty available for saloon
loons they want or can get, and now
the move is to fix it so they can,
through the pull they expect to exert
with the men they hope to elect, put
the opposition saloons out of business
by having the licenses of the inde-
pendent keepers revoked upon some
pretext or other.
The independent saloons are not
the ones that have been the leaders
in violating the law, they have no
ganibling hells over them or operated
wine rooms for women. As a rule
they have , been the most orderly
places, while the. wide open places'
were those-backed by the gang with
a political: pull. What the people
: of Paducah moot do is to eleck men
,
to office whom they know will en-
force the laws, and play no favorites.
I The city has suffered too much al-
ready by the failure to property en-
force the laws, and now is the time
i
'for the citizens to redress their
wrongs by voting for honest men.1
The Sun and The
Board of Public Works.
The republican Sun seems to think
the board of public works is ready at
all times to jump into a law suit be-
cause that body, at the reuest of the
city engineer, informed him as to
what the board desired in Ole matter
of having the car tracks lowered on
West Jefferson street. The history
of the whole matter is this. Last
Summer the residents of that street
complained of the car tracks being
too high, and a petition came to the
'board of public works to have them
lowered. The matter was investi-
gated and the city engineer nas ord-
ered to take the matter up with the
traction comoany. This o as done
and in November the repreeentative
Of the traction company at a meeting
of the board said they were waiting
for the city engineer to give the
grad,. A resolution was at once
adopted instructing the city engineer
to give the grade. At each of the
two succeeding meetings the board
inquired if the grades had been given
:nd the city engineer stated that the
traction pople informed him that they
had se much other %Iork that they
were not ready to take up the West
Jefferson street matter, and it was left
in the hands of the city engineer.
The residents of that street became
impatient and went before the general
council and that body referred the
matter to the board of public works
to have the tracks lowered.. The city
engineer brought the matter up Tues-
day at the meeting of the board and
the general manager of the company
%%a% present and said at this time
his company did not care to go to
the expense of making the change,
having other plans in view. The
city engineer then asked the board
what he should do and° the board
instructed him to give the grade and
if the traction company did not lower
its tracks then it was up to the gen-
eral council and legal department
to carry out the wishes of the city.
Just where the Sun gets the idea that
the board of public works is looking
for a lawsuit we cannot understand.
The people of West Jefferson street
ask their representatives to remedy
certain conditions and the board of
public works as pert of the city gov-
ernment merely seeks to carry out
the wishes of the people. and if the
city engineer does as directed by the
board and the traction company does
not lower its tracks then it is the
one that will precipitate a legal con-
troversy.
the board to understand that it stood
ready and willing to lower its tracks;
but now objects, to doing so. The
Sun as a corporation organ should
call
Last fall the company gave
shows ignorance on the subject. Ac-
cording to the Sun the proper course
for the board of public works to have
pursued would have been to ignore
the wishes of the general council
and the complaining ci.izens and
followed the wishes of the traction
company. Eithershe city can compel
the company to lower its tracks or
it cannot compel it to do so, and if
any disagreement exists it can be set-
tledw between the company and the
general council.
As to lawsuits, the board if public
works was responsible for one, the
settlement of the question as to who
had the power to appoint the market-
master—The Sun itself urged th,-it
pur- the matter be settled in the courts
_•••••••u
..hdl•••••
poses it will be playing right into 
1 and it was without one dollar's cost
their hands to grant no more licenses to the taxpayers of Paducah.
for saloons. They have all the sa- The Sun undertakes to retlect upon
the board of public works because of
standing water on the north side of
Broadway near Third street. That
matter was referred to the city engi-
neer nearly a year ago and LIM was
I to remedy it as soon as he could.
As the board has no control over
the engineering or legal departments
all it can do is to refer matters prop-
erly belonging to those departments
to those in charge, and many times
has it prodded them but prodding
sometimes grows monotonous, and
unpleasant. While it is not expected
that the. efternoon newspapers will
give any credit whatever to the board
of public -works :for what it may do
as long as the Editor of The Register
is a member of that body, yet it is
a fact that the board makes a clean
sweep and settles every matter before
it at each meeting where it is pos-
sible to settle it or refers it to the
proper department and insists that
every one under its control promptly
carries out all orders.
The Tennessee legislature was in
session 6o days and 600 laws are add-
ed to .the multitude already on the
statute book. Some of these are good,
others indifferent and some probably
bad. The interests of the people
would probably be better conserved
by to laws than they are by 600. The
consideration given to acts passed at
an average rate of ten per day is
necessarily of a very superficial na-
eure. It is common to say that the
legislature passes laws, but frequently
not over two or three men have any-
thing to do with making a law, the
rest just voting for it because it is
introduced and backed by men elle
have aided in the paeaage of some bill
in which they felt an interest. In this
way laws that are detrimental 10 the
interests of the people are passed.
Let us hope that our next legislature
%ill depart from this custom and pass
upon each bill brought before it sole-
ly on the merits of the bill. If so
they will probably give vs some so or
75 new laws that will all tend to the
upbuilling of the state. .
A letter was recently received in
Nashville some forty-two years after
it was mailed. The optimistic point
to this as proving that the United
States mail service never fails in its
duty. The cynical say it was simply
delayed a few hours longer than
usual.
The Harriman railroad combina-
tions are to be investigated. The
Hill and other lines are not—.until
their private opinion of Teddy be-
comes known.
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APRIL ill.
1799.—John Young Mason, Virginia
statesman and diplomat, born.
Died Oct. 4, 1859.
1815—Beriah Slagottin, governor of
Kentucky during the civil war,
born- Died 1885.
1817—George Henry Lewes, philos-
opher, born. Died Nov. 3o,
1878.
1853—William R. King. of Alabama,
vice president of the United
States, dia.
1871—Omar l'asha, Turkish .oldice,
by birth an Austrian, died.
1874—Mad Lucas, the Hertfordshire
hermit, immortalized by Dick-
ens, found dead.
ISAR—Cornelius Rea Agnew, emin-
ent medical specialist, died.
Born Aug. 8, 183o.
18eiossFirst Pan-American conference
closed at Vilishington
TWA—Gen. Joaquin Crespes ex-presi-
dent of Venezuela, killed in a
battle.
Reeenlistions intrpduced in Mas-
eachtatetts legislature revoking
the order banishing Roger Wit-
` name in
tnno--Large part of Sao Francisco
destroyed by earthquake and
fire.
1 I,
Attentive Sir Knights.
Paducah sommandery No. to K.
T , will meet in special conclave in
their asylum, -•Ereternity building."
this evening at 7:30 o'clock sharp, for
the purpose of conferring the Orders
if Tempt:. Sojourning Sir Knights
welts sm.
GEAa. 0 INGRAM. C..ni.
FRED ACKER, Rec.
COLLIER'S WANTS THE
I ROAD TO LINCOLN FARM
CALLED "PIKE '
Every good citizen of l'aducali i
should hear Mr. George W' Baia de- I
liver his temperance lecture this even-
ing. Mr. Bain ranks as one of the
foremost orators of Amer.ca. and has,
devoted his life to the upbuilding oil
1 the temperance cause. A vast crowdheard him last evening. There is
rothing harsh in his remarks which'
are confined to facts based upon ac- i
tual conditions. Neither is there .
anything sensational about him. It is
not often that the people of this city
are afforded the opportunity of lis-
tening to such a distioguished
speaker, and there should by a great
outpouring of citizens tonight.
Rockwood, Tenn., has an ordinance
that, provides a fine of $as to $50
against a person who receives from a
common carrier or other person a
package containing malt, spirituous
or vinous liquors shipped from any
point in the state of Tennessee or
other state. This ordinance has been
pronounced by lawyers as effectually
stopping shipments corning tinder in-
terstate ccnronerce provisions as well
as local shipments and will be tested
at once.
Spelling reeform don't seem to be
1
making much headway, and we air
about the only spelling simpleton left I
The trouble is that there ain't no sin-
cerity about the other reeformers.
We have got a sistem which we fol-
low. When we air in doubt about
a word, we spell it the way it first
comes into our head. To become
popular, spelling must be free. If a
man can't spell any way he pleases.
at the office oi the traction corn- what's the use of reform? Our plat-
pany and get posted before writing form is: Every man his own blue-
back speller.s-Hardeman Free Press.
about a matter in a manner which'
Water power is again becoming. a
factor in the industrial world and
there are more installations of water
propelled machinery each year. We
don't Snow if the water legislation in
the bulk of our states has any connec-
iticm with this growth. But it seems
that the whiskey and coal trusts arc
both to be ousted by aqua pura.
Our unaccountable president ap-
pointed a negro to the position of
auditeir of the navy. Then made a
lily white, from Louisiatia, commis-
sioner cf internal revenue. The door
of opportiosty shall be closed to no
one on account of color. No coon
need apply. So, thus the discord af
this harmony rtmnoth.
•
Louisville and the Lincoln Farm
Association are vitally interested only
in having a complete, smooth high-
way The Lincoln farm, however,
estimated, is a matter of national sen-
timent Becatp-c the road is inspired
by the development of this national
shrine, and is to be a part of the
general scheme, it also should held
to the sentiments it Can properly
claim. The word "boulevard" is a
pretentious importation. Daniel
Boone and his commonwealth build-
ers never knew the term. Kentucky is
rich in tradition, and her people
should proudly conserve them The
men who made her fame were pike
builders. The pikes were the arteries
through the wilderness that made the
commonwealth possible. The inter-
est in the Lincoln birthplace farm lies
almost a century back. Kentucky
should hold this new and magnifi-
cent road to the traditions of that
time, and upon whatever route it may
be bukt its fame as a highway should
rest upon The Lincoln Pike.—Col-
lier's Weekly.
New Hampshire G. A. R.
I Concord, N. H.. April 17.—The
business section of Concord is dec-
orated with flags and butnisig in hon-
or of the veterans of the trind Army
of the Republic, Department of New
Hampshire, whose annual encamp-
ment opened today and will continue
to/no-row. The Sons of Veterans
and the Woman's Relief Corps are
also holding their annual meeting.
Carry your wife and children to
the Tennessee Electric Theater this
evening. They will enjoy the show.
California
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DEED FOR THE
SGHOOL BUILDING
-
LAWYERS CRICE AND ROSS
EXAMINING THEM FOR
ODD FELLOWS.
On Completion of the Serutinization
School Board Has Called Session
to Close Deal.
Lawyers Crice and Ross, represent-
ing the Oetd Fellows of this city, are
now going over the abstract and deed
wherein the school board transfers
the Fifth and Kentucky avenue build-
ing and grounds to the lodges of this
seoret order for $25,000. The Mrs-
tees of the schools got Judge E. H.
Puryear to get up the abstract and
deed to the property, and when he
finishei the documents were turned
over to President Anthony List of
the educational board, who passed it
to the Odd Fellows' committee that
is negotiating the purchase. The
lodges' representatives now have their
lawyers going over the papers to see
that there is no defect in, the title
and that the papers are legally drawn
knowing Judge Pus-year did the work
properly,, but naturally want the sanc-
tion if their own attorneys.
Ross and Crice will finish going
over the papers probably today and
tomorrow, when they will be turned
back to President List, who will call
tttc school board into special session
to have the papers read in full to
them, tatiSed, the president and secre
tary, Wm. Byrd. directed to sign them
and the deal then closed with the
Odd Fellows/ cartnnittee that will he
on hani to turn over the Slk000 cash
payment to be made on the purchaseprice.
Till% meeting will probably be held
tomosow night and at the same time
reports will be received from the
trustees,' committee looking for a site
for another new school, and also from
the canoe-sore that is completing the
plans for the second new structure to
be erected on North TocIfth :erect.
where the school owns a !dock of
ground in the Faxon addition.
GEORGIA =DUAL KEN
Many Prominent Physicians and Sur-
geons Attending State Meeting
At Savannah.
Sa%annah, Ga., April 17.—Savan-
nah -s today entertaining stores of
prominent physicians and surgeons.
members of the Georgia Med:cal
Society. %hoer annual meeting open-
ed this morning The society con-
vened at o o'clock and the exchanges
cif greeting's occupied the first hour.
The convention then divided into
two sectione--geseral medicine _and
surgery—and proceeded with the reg-
ular businces of the programme. in-
cluding papers, discussions and ad-
dresses on subjects of interest to the
profession. The business sessions
tomorrow and Friday will be inter-
spersed with numerous features ef
entertainment
MAN SWALLOWED
HIS FALSE TEETH.
Louisville, Ky.. April t7.—William
Domphrey, who swallowed hi, false
teeth while asleep, several weeks alto.
is thought to be dying at the city
hotspital. He has never rallied from
an operation to remove the fake
molars from his, throat, and Superin-
tendent Vogt stated this afternoon
that he feared the end was not jar off.
Dorriphrey was a waiter at the ice.
tatrent at 319 Third street, and had
rooms over the place. He failed to
remove his false teeth on retiring on
the night of Itfurch to. and upon
awaking the following morning found
them missing, He did not appreciate
the faits that he had swallowed them
until later in the day, when lie was
'
seized with an intense pain in the
throat and shortness of breath.
He was taken to the hospieal, where
an X-ray picture revealed the pres-
ence of the teeth in the larnyx. He
was operated on at once and the
teeth removed. Complications devel-
oped and are responsible for his pres-
ent condition.
Dumphrey's relatives, who reside,
in Columbus, Ga.. have been advised
of his condition.
FIGHTS WOMAN MAGISTRATE.
Defeated Evanston Candidate Asks
EXPECTS DEATH
MOMENTARILY
MRS. KATE SWITZER IN VERIC
LOW CONDITION IN THE
COUNTY.
Fireman Maurice Ingram Able to Be
Back on Duty—Many Other
Sick and Injured.
Itra. tete Switzer, widow of ate
late Dr. William Switzer, who has
been sick for some time, Sunday suf-
fered a severe Ned& of paralysis at
her home on the Miyfield road, sev-
eral miles from this city. lite at-
tending physicians have given up all
hope of her recovery and death is ex-
pected at any time.
Mrs. Switzer is 58 years of age and
one of the btiit knowu and highly
beloved women of the county. Her
sons, Messrs. J. G. Svonaare of Louis-
ville, and W. K. Striver.. of Walton,
Ark., base been summoned to her
bedside.
Member Maarice ItiOraiii, of the
Central lire department on North
Fourth, reported for duty yesterday,
and on account of not yet being en-
tirety veil of .4%is.injuries. is standing
the -night venteh,"- which is to look
after the building while the other,
sleep. •
Boilermaker Charles Murphy, of
tato South Seventh. is suffering from
burns over his face and head, twased
by ling enveloped with flames from
a gasoline heater he was using inside
a boiler while working et the 1. C.
shops.
'Mrs. Ida Niehaus Smith, private
seerotary to General Agent John T.
Ininovan of the Illinois Central rail-
road, s confined with dies.. st Ole
railroad hospital.
ineossse
Mr Umtata!' Nash is able to be out
after in operatioe for hernia at Rive--
side hospital. He is yet quite wet&
Irons effect's of the operation and w:II
be a convalescent for some daye.
Blacksmith J. E. Smith. of the I. C.
is laid up on account of a piece of
hot iron flying up and striking his
eye. the •ight of which will not he
lost
Mr. Charles Sugars is able to be up
after an illness at the home of his
parents on Harahan boulevard.
— -
WM. J. BRYAN ON
PUBLICITY LAW.
All Contributions Should Be Pub-
lished Before Election.
New York, April 17.—At the meet-
ing Teettlay of the Naiimal Publicity
Lass' Organization l‘111;arn J
Beae es introduced as a man Ahiired
given powerful aid to the publicity
measure In a brief speech Mr.
Bryan told what he thought the se-
tional publicity law should be. Re
said, that all contributions allure she
minimum should be made public be-
fore the elections both by the com-
mittee receiving it ahd by the per-
son or coneoratiens making it. Fail-
tire to comply with this, he said,
should be punished as 'a penal offense
The publicity movenoeut, he declared,
rests oil the principle that politics
shoid.S be hottest, bet he declared
that there could be no honest politics
when any interest could purchase be-
fore the election a promise that cer-
tain things shall be done after eke-
tirm and this promise concealed from
the sotses.
Mr. Bryan said that the evil of cans
patgn contributions was not confined
to any one party, and quoted evi-
dences given before congressional
committees to prove his statement.
The only sure remedy, he averresiewae
the publication of contributions for
elections. Ten days in advance of the
election, he said, a supplementary.
statement should be filed with the con
tributiorris up to that time. and is
should be •rnadre unlawful to receive
any centributions after it was too
late to publish :hem. The surest way
of allowing the people to have the
kind of -government they want, he
said, is to regulate campaign contri-
butions.
Somme! Gossiper's. who next spoke,
said that corporations made their
'campaign contributions for specific
purposes, and a continuation of that
policy means continued corporation
domination of the parties.
Governor to Depose Mrs. Mc-
Chicago, April 17.—A protest to CenneeeeeCullough., 
Governor Deneen against issuing a
commission to Mrs. Catherine Waugh 6 se
of the peace in Evanston, was made ectnc*McCullough, who was elected justice
yesterday by W. S. Moore, the de-
feated candidate for the office, and
Samuelground for the protest was. that the cat-reJ. Moore, his attorney. The
constitution of Illinois forbids a wo-
lean holding the office of fuslice of
the peace.
Governor Deneen said he would
refer the matter to the attorney gen-
era/ for' his opinion. In case Gov-
ernor Den-een issues the commission
Mk Moore will institute proceedings
in the circuit court of Cook county
citing Mrs. McCullough to show by
what authority she holds the position
of justice of the peace.
NEW ILLUSTRATED SONGS,
ARTISTICALLY SUNG.
LATEST FILMS GRAPHICALLY.
DISPLAYED.
W. B. MOORE, Ideasser.
426 lit oiciway''‘
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SILK
FOULARD SILK PRINCESS STREET OR HOUSE DRESSES
IN
r,
BEAUTIFUL COLORS ARE BEING SHOWN NOW AT
3 1 7 BR.OADWAY
NEW STYLES IN VOILE SKIRTS. THE MOST IMPROVED
IDEAS IN SILK AND PANAMA SKIRTS AND LOW PRICES
PREVAIL ON SUITS.
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THE RIVER NEWS.
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River Stages.
Cairo, 3o.4, falling.
Chattanooga, 6.5, falling.
Cincinnati, 21.0, falling.
Evansville, 18.3, falling.
Florence, 3.2, falling.
Johnsonville. 9.3. falling.
Louovville, 8.o, falling..
t. Carmel. 3.7, standing.
Nashville, t2.8, falling.
Pittabarg, 3.0, rising.
St. Louis, 18.4, standing.
Mt. Vernon, 18.o, falling.
Padacah, to.5, falling.
Burnside, 4.6, falling.
Carthage, 72, falling.
The steamer City of Memphis kit
yesterday for the Tennessee river.
eshe Cottle% back next Monday night.
'The Kentucky gets out of the Ten-
nesate river tonight and stays Isere
until 5 o'clock Saturday afternoon
before departing on her return.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler gets away for Cairo and will
return our g tonight.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
The John Hopkins comes in today
from Evansville and departs at once
on her return trip
The Buttorff will not get in until
today from Clarksville, and departs
at once for Nashville.
The Georgia Lae left Cincinnati
yesterday and reaches here Sunday
on her way driven to Nfempfhis,
Th Peters Lee gets here today
bound for Cincinnati from Memphis.
Thc Oty of Sultan° comes out of
the Tennessee river tomorrow, bound
for St. Louis.
The City of Memphis yesterday
enthdrew from its trade out of here
to the Tennt-sset river and her place
Was taken by the Clyde. which has
just been overhauled. The latter left
last carmine and gets back here again
neat Monday night.
The steamer Joe Wlheeler is due
tomorrow or next day from Chatta-
nooga, Tenn
- The Alton Eagle and Cape Girar-
deau leave today for St. Louis after
wintering here.
The Nellie has passed tip with log*
and the Pacific down with coal.
MAILS ROBBED OF aro,000.
Registered Package Taken Between
Wilmington, N. C., and New
York
Raleigh, IN. C., April re --The theft
is reported of a registered mail pack-
age containing tto,coo between Wil-
mington. N. C., and New York When
the registered mail pouch reached
New York the package was missing.
The information has just leaked from
the office of the United States mar-
shal' at Raleigh. although the loss
was discovered several days ago.
SMOKE
000D'
CIOARS
Good cigars are not all im-
Roared.
Imported cigars are not all
good.
14owever, every cigar we
keep—Whether imported or do-
mead a good, satisfaction-
promoting smoke.
'-aRlJO GIST
114 BXTI !Nn BROADWAY
The singing at the Tennessee Elec-
tric Theatre is one of the best feat-
urs of that up-to-date place of amuse-
ment.
Patents for Kentuckians.
Washington, D. C., April i7.—Pat-
ents is-sued to residienes of Kentucky:
Ciecorire Booze, Straight Creek, fodder
cotter; Rudolph Betchrtrold, Louisville,
rack kw drying leather; William E.
I Burks, Ashland, automatic scale;Robert H. Carbide, Covington, tram-
way switch: William E Hattchings,
Louisvilk, hois,t; William D. Wheat,
Jansrstoavrt, curry COM&
tattlittUttlartaUtrUlattUUtt
U a
U PERSONAL MENTION. a
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I Mr. Robert Benner is here from
the West, where he has been for the
past year.
'Mrs. Lee Crombaugh returned yes-
terday from visiting Mrs. Dr. Walker
of Dyersburg, Tenn., %oho accompan-
ied her home.
Miss Mary alrginia Quinn is visit-
ing here from Mayfield.
Mr. Witham Haffey is visiting here
from Memphis, where he now resides.
Mr. Robert I.. Reeves will return
today from Lexington and Louisville.
Me. Lawrence Garton, of Roseeell,
New Mexico, left for Amarillo, Tex..
yesterday after visiting the family of
Mk. Robert Thompson.
Mrs. Lizzie MeGary and Miss
Aggie Prowning, of Earlington, Ky. 
are visiting Mrs. J. W. Twyman at
the New Richmond,
Mr. W. H. Armstrong and wife, of
Indianapolis, Ind.. are visiting \fa. and
Mrs. Richard Terrell.
Mr. "alias Weil is home from a
months' tow of Florida and Cuba.
Mr. G. H. Warnekin is here from
Clarksville, Tenn.
Hon John K Hendrick has re-
•urned from attending the Smithland
court.
• Mr.. David M. Hournoy and son
seeterday went to Louisville to visit
the former.* sister, Mrs. Herman
Nettkeoth.
Captain Harrison Watts will today
return from Nashville.
Mr W. M. Creemern will today re-i
turn from Shawneetown, Ill.
Nirs. Robert Coleman and daugh-
ters, Misses Rella and Fannie, are
sisiting in Murray
I Mr. Richard Hel•ley, the harness-
maker, has arived from Memphis to
take a position with the J. G. Rehkoof
harness factory.
Miss Pearl Watkins.. who went to
Fulton three months ago to live, has
returned to remain here.
I Mr. Albert Womble. the leather-
! worker, has arrived from Memphis
to accept a position with the J. G.
I Rchkopf factory.Mr. John Trentham returned yes-terday morning from Chicago, where
!he has ben for the past two months
attendirirthe conference between the
I. C. officials and the firemen. at
which the latter were given another
year's contract with a substantial in-
crease in pay.
Mr. Le Spire yesterday went to St.
Louie to visit and recuperate from
his illness.
Officer Dick Tolbert, of the T. C.
force, leaves next week with his fami-
ily for a several week,' stay at Old
Point Comfort, Jamestown and other
places.
! Contractor George Katterjolin was
in Princeton yesterday getting paid
for the Woo° worth of brick work
he did on the new depot the I. C.
built there.
Mr. Elwood Davis left yesterday
for Lae Angeles, Cal., to reside. He
resigned his place in the fire depart-
ment here and Bud Harvey is filling
that positibn now.
Attorney William Linn arrived here
last evening from Oklahoma City en
route te, his former home in Murray.
Mir. Clarence Sanders and wife have
returned from Clarksville, Tenn.
Misses Nernie Parker and Jennie
Belle George have returned from
visiting Miss Rubye Flack, of May-
field.
Mrs. George Flournoy - and Miss
Dow Hustands yesterday went to St.
Louis to attend the grand opera and
see Maude Adams.
Mr. Charles Boland, the I. C. boiler
maker, has gone to -El Paso, 'Tex., to
KOLESOPHIC CLUB BIM LADY'S PROMINENT MURRA1 Nita
MEETS TOMORROW REMAINS TODAY' INDICTED IN U. S. COURT
J. M. RADFORD, FORMER SHERUT OF CALI,OWAY, GIVES
MISS HILS WILL HAVE MBM- MRS. MARTIN MILLER'S BODY BOND IN CASE WHERE MISS BELVA BROACH HAD HIM
BERS TO GATHE RAT HER WILL BE CONSIGNED TO INDICTED ON CHARGE OF OPENING H E R LETTER —
OME. GRAVE. JUDGE EVANS HEARS TELEPHONE INJUNCTION MAY 13—
NUMBER OF ORDERS IN THE BANKRUPT COURT.
YANDEY-WILLIAMS
WEDDING IN COUNTY
THE CHARITY CLUB MEETS
WITH MRS GEORGE WAL-
LACE TODAY.
Mrs. Herbert Mengel Addresses the
People of Paducah at Grace
Church Parish House.
The Kalesophic club gathers to-
morrow morning with iss Helen Hills
at her home on North Ninth street
and Miss Lula Reed will present Cur-
rent Topics, Mrs. John Scott "The
Spiritual Teachings and Dramatic
Compositions of Robert Browning,"
while "Pippa Passes" will be report-
ed by Miss Marjorie Scott.
The Charity Club.
The Charity club meets this morn-
ing at to o'clock with Mrs. George C.
Wallace, of North Ninth street.
Yancey
-Williams.
Very pretey was the ceremony at
8 o'clock yesterday morning when
Mitre Mary Hallene Yancey. of the
county, and Mr. Richard Allen Wit-
ham,, of this city, were united in
marriage at the home of the bride',
parents, • Mr. and Mrs. William
Yancey, of four miles from the city
on .the Mayfield pike. In the pres-
ence of many friends and their rela-
tives the pair was married by Rev. S.
R. Moore, of the First Chri st ian
church, and following the wedding
breakfast the pair came to the city
and departed for Chicago and other
places on their bridal tour Return-
ing, they take up their borne at the
grooms mother. Mra. M. D. Wil-
I
liam, of North Fifth near Hamson
street.
Lecture This Arterragon.
I Mrs. Herbert Mengel, of Louisville,arrived yesterday evening and is theguest of Mrs. Muscoe Barnes, of
West I:toady:1y. This afternoon she
speak. on "Education" at Grace
church parish house under auspice.
of the Woman's club and a cordial
we/come will be accorded the entire,
public that is invited.
Marry This Evening.
Miss Bertie Clark and Mr. Joseph
F.. Mattison, Jr., will marry this even
mg at 8.ao o'clock, the ceremony to
be performed at the home of the
bride's mother, afire. Mary Clark, of
Ninth and Clark streets, by Rev. Mr,
Shelton, of Mayfield. It will be a
quiet event attended by only the im-
mediate families and relatives.
Marry at Jackson.
Miss Mary Williams and Mr. Mar-
s-in Love. bf Jacleeon. Tenn., will
marry next Wednesday. The groom
is a nephew of Mks. John U. Robin-
son, of this city, and cousin of Mrs.
Noble Parker. They stop here on
their bridal tour.
Ilitarried at Cairo.
Miss Mae Eleanor Vandevelde and
M'r. William B. Acker yesterday
morning went to Cairo. where they
were merried at the Halliday home
and left for St. Louis on a bridal
tour. The pretty bride is the daugh-
ter of Contractor Bernard Vandevelde
of 1207 South Seventh, while the
groom is the efficient, booldceeper for
Ccrvinect on Bors and on of Mrs.
Hannah Acker, of Jackson street.
Red Men Entertain.
The Red Men will be treated with
an entertainmene tomorrow evening
at their hall on North Fourth street,
but nobody knows what the amuse-
ment will comeiet of except Mr. Jacob
Freundlich. the sole member selected
as the committee to get it up. but he
promisee a fine time for all.
Candy Pulling.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Cumberland Presbyterian church will
give a candy pulling tomorrow even-
ing? at the residence of Mrs. D. J.
1Bailey, of 623 South Ninth street, and
the enere public is cordially invited
to attend. In many ways the mem-
bers of this congregation are raising
funds with which to buy a chorch
bin ing.
Paducah's Sponsor.
The James T. Walbcrt camp of
Corgelerate veterans of this city has
selected Mime Kathleen Wihitefield to
f that or fixation chrr-e PPOM9Or Or Fralive. ing the reunion at Richmond, Va.,
from May 30 to June 3. The choice
is a most excellent one, as Miss
Whitefield is one of the city's most
Mr. Wm. Vaughan Died of Pneu-
mottle at Home near LaCenter—
Body Pained Through.
At a o'clock yesterday afternoon
the remains of Mrs. Martin Miller
were buried at'the Oakland ceneeterY
in this county. She died ModelaY
night of dropsy at their home in the
Reidland section, six miles from chid
City.
She was thirty-five years of age
and is survived by her husband, Mr.
Martin 'Miller, the farmer and truck
gardener, and seven children, two of
uhent are 4-wins only live days old.
hree sisters and a brother also stir-
.
C.
Well Known Farmer.
This afternoon the funeral services
e :I be held over the remains of Mr.
W"liam 'Vaughan at the New Hope
creech in the county, with burial fol-
toeing at the church cemetery.
Mi. Vaughan died at 5 o'clock yes-
terday morning at his home near La-
Center after only a few days' illneas
with pneumonia. He was sixty years
of age and one of the best known far-
mers of that section. He resided in
chit county until one year ago when
he went to Ballard. He is 'survived
by nine children and his wife, the lat-
ter of whom is a niece of Mr. J. V.
Powell, the implement dealer of this
City.
Remains Pau Through.
The remains of Mrs. Mary Aycock
were taken through Aris city yester-
day en route to Charleston, Mo., for
burial, she haring died the day be-
fore et her home in Murray of heart
disease.
Inquest Over Dead Man.
Engineer Edward King, of the I. C.,
returnedelast night from Cairo, where
he went yesterday morning and testi-
fied before the jury of the coroner
who held an inquest into the death
of the retro Taylor lakey. who was
struck and killed the day before by
Kingq engine that was commie out
of Cairo, with the I. C. pay car The
verdict was accidental death.
Funeral of Child.
Yesverday afternoon at 2 o'clock the
remains of Mr. Samuel Ethridge's
sun were buried at the Palestine
cemetery in the county. The boy
eras; tees years of age and died of
poesiosonui Tuesday night at their
home in the Maxon's Mill section of
the county.
Mr. Reiskopf's Card.
Possibly it is but fair to myself to
make a statement publicly to my
friendc in view of the fact that an in-
dictment has been returned against
me by the grand jury of the Mc-
Cracken circuit court. This indict-
neent charge e me, as an officer of the
E. Rehioapf Saddlery company, with
obtaining money from the American
German-National bank by pledging to
the bank bogus drafts. This charge
shall answer at the proper time,
and I do not feat the consequences.
But notwithstanding the fact that I
suffer no uneasiness about the result
of the charge, it is indeed hard for a
man of my age, to have to undergo
the shame and humiliation incident
to such a trial, when the real culprits
go free from any charge by the grand
jury. I do not censure the members
of that jury, and doubt not that they
were endeavoring to discharge their
duty. However, 1 do regret that it
was posstbk for them to have been
deceived and imposed upon.
Possibly is is a rate occurrence
that the public is given an Oversight
into cases where powerful and un-
eicrupulous influences are Twoueht to
bear upon the machinery of justice to
arrest and ruin a single individual for
the sole purpose of avenging a spirit
of hatred and maisce, harbored by a
few cowardly and unscrupulous ene-
mies. I know, if you please, the
prosecution or persecution in this
case. But I have an abiding faith in
my fellow citizens, and through the
citizens, in the ultimate triumph of
justice. for the reason that the love
of justice is deeply imbedded in
every rean's heart.
E. REIDKOPF.
Go ta the Tennessee Electric thea-
ter today.
-
cultured and accomplished young
ladies cf beauty and will be a reedit-
able representative for the Paducah
veteran's at the immense gathering.
Entertain the Guild.
At a o'clock this afternoon the
Grace church Guild will be enter-
tained by Mts. Cook Husbands and
all arc asked to be present.
J. M. Radford, the prominent busi-
ness nian and former sheriff of Min-
ray, yesterday returned to his borne
after executing bond in the sum of
jeep to insure his appearance before
the United States court here next
October to answer to the accusation
of opening letters belonging to Miss
Belva Broach, formerly of Murray,
but who now resides in Paducah and
is connected with the First National
bank. Mr. Radford was indicted
Monday by the federal court grand
jury that was then in session here,
and the charge has created quite
scncation in Murray where the parties
thereto are prominent and leading
reinele of fiee famlies. On learniug
Teegday that the grand iory had in-
dicted him fr. Radford came here
immediately and executed the bond -
for his appearance for trial next Oc-
tober, which is the, time the Unitett
States court meets here again.
Miss Broach received a number of
letters from parties in Oklahoma and
claims that Mr. Radford saw them in
her office at Murray and opened same-
without authority.
Telephone Injunction Suit.
Judge Evans of the federal court
has notified the city solicitor that
May ts he will take up at Louisville
the suit wherein the East Tenuessee
Telephone company got from him last
fall a temporary injunction restrain-
ing the City of Paducah from pro4e-
cluing the litigation instituted by the
municipality in the Paducah circuit,
court to oust the telephoue concern
from doing businese in this ity be-
cause the East Tennessee people have
never bought a franchise from the city
In setting this date the judge dated
that if the lawyers for the city and'
telephone company agreed upon any
other date it would be satisfactory
to him, and he would hear the litiga-
tion then.
The city tried for years to get the
telephone company to buy a franchise
but failing, filed suit in the state
court here to force the concern to
move its plant front Paducah. Be
fore this action could come to trial
the telephone people filed an injunc-
tion suit in the United States tribu-
nal to prevent the municipality from
prosecuting the ouster action. Judge
Evans granted a temporary injunction
last fall, and now the question of
making it permanent or dtssolvieg
It will be taken up be hum.
Deeds Set Aside.
J. L Abell, trustee of the John F.
Watson bankrupt eSilatC; yesterday
filed a report in Referee BafrhY.a
court notifying the court that the
Livingston county tribunal had set
aside two deeds in which Watsoit
had transferred property just lecfme
being forced inte bankruptcy. Wat-
son sold both pieces of property only
a short while before being forced
into bankruptcy, and when a trustee
was named to take charge of the
bankrupt estate Referee Bagby in-,
structed him to bring suit in the Liv-
ingston county circuit court to have
set aside the transfer of the property
O n the ground that the property was
deeded away by Watson with inten-
tion of defrauding his creditors. The
trustee filed the litigation, got the
deeds •et aside, and now reports this
hack te the referee.
Report of Money on Hand.
Trustee Cecil Reed, of the L. j.
Gossett estate, reported to the refe-
rte that he hal collected $789.57 4114
Spent $412.96, leaving the balance in
his hands. The court has not vet
ordered what to do with the money,
in hie hands.
Rehkopf Dividend.
Trustee Boyd, of the E. Rehkopf
iediveidual bankruptcy proceedings,
by, his petition yesterday, requested
thetkrefeee to declare a ten per cent.
dividend for benefit of the creditors,
the declaration not to include a dis-
trhution to any of the creditors
whose claims are in controversy. The
referee has not yet passed on the
petition and request.
The referee put off the matter of
declaring the material lien claims iii
the Rehkopf case, as not all the rec-
ords and documents were filed before
him yesterday. He had intended de-
ciding this point yesterday..
BEAN PARTY BY
WILLING WORKERS
EVENT OCCURS TOMORROW
NIGHT AT THIRD STREET
M. E. CHURCH.
•
W. C. T. U. Meeting to be Held This
Afternoon at First Baptist
Church—Other Congrega-
tional News.
The Willing Workers' society of
the Third street Methodist church
will entertain with a "Boston Baked
Bean" party tomorrow evening at
the chinch building, many deliseecies
bent served. The public le cordially
invitid to attend. ,
I Sunday morning the Hagan Gleedeb will furnish the musical and vo-
cal numbers for the Third street wor-
ship, while in the treeing a musical
!programme of seventeen numbers
I will be rendered, under supervisien
, of the pastor's wife, Mrs. Peter
I -Fselde. The children's choir will take
part.
Word from Rev. Fields is that they
are having large congregations and
rneeh interest is being evidencell in
the revival he started Monday at the
Clinton Methodis. church. He states
that prospects are for a very soccese-
ful seriee of services that will keep
him there next Sunday. hence he will
not be here to 11 his pulpit.
W. C. T. U. Gathering.
The Paducah W. C."1 U. aiii meet
at 3 o'clock this afternoon in the lec-
ture room of he First Baptist church.
The members OTC requested to come
early that all the businese may be
finished in time to allow those who
desire to atend Mrs. Herbert Men-
gel's lecture at Grace church parish
horse at 5 o'clock. when she appears
under auspices of The NVonian's club.
Institute Closed.
The 'Bible Institute convention
closed last evening at Murray after a
successful gathering of three days,
commencing last Mon 'ay morning.
1 One 
of the closing talks was by Rev.
Calvin M. Thompson of this city. who
will return home today, together with
the others remaining there. Rev. J.
R. Clark, Rev, L. G. Graham and
others from here returned yesterday.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
. Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 481-a NEW 743.
eiagi 
326-28 S. 3rd St,
Best Kentucky arid Illirooft-ii Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Walitehall an4Agatite Cement
"I& ICING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
Phones; Old 960, New 245 Thirteenth iii.cl'Adarns Street
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ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table.
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to
JAMS BOGER, Supt.
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER.
ROUND TRIP TO
tvansville and Return
Crmtismene l'aesage. $400. Unlimited
Ticket, $5oo. Meal.* and Berth
Include(t.
Round Trip to Cairo,
pert). of five or over. $1.50 each, with-
out meals; new with incals.
Geo(' music en all she boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
H. RIVERS. M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296. Office, 355-
.1. K. Hendrick. J. G. Miller
,Win. Marble.
HENDRICK, MILLER
& MARBLE,
Lawyers.
---
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1. 2. 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEA R,.
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone ago;
Old Phone 1487 R. \I
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles. Insurance. Corporation
and Real Estate Law.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498-R. .
PADUCAH, KY.
OLIVER, OLIVER &
M'GREGOR,
Lawyers,
OFFICES: Benton. Ky.. rear Bank
of Marshall County; Paducah, Ky..
114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone ii4. Old Phone 484R
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER!
AND GET RESULTS.
HOME FOR ENGINEERS.
AL.. 
Opened in New York With Dedica-
tory Exercises—Carnegie Gave
Money for Erection.
New York, April 17. The hand-
some building on Sourth street, op-
posite Bryant park, which is to he the
home of three national negineering
t societies, and for the cection of
which Andrew Carnegie gave at,500,-
,I cioo was thrtioged vv ,th Nisitor-
pday. It was the second and big day
;of the dedication exercises. Those
lin attendance included many of the
famous* European scientists who came
over to attend the opening of the
Carnegie Institote at Pittsburg.
Today's programme included ad-
dressee by the presidents of founder
societies anti the presentation of the
John Fritz rold medal to Dr. Alex-
ander Graham Bell and of other med-
als for distinguished services to R.
W. Pope, Or. F. R. Horton and Dr.
R. W. Raymond.
The three national associations
that are to find homes in the new
building are the American Institute
of Mining Engineers, the American
Institute of Mechanical Engineers,
and the Society of Intellectual En-
gineers. The three have become af-
filiated under the name of the Unit-
ed Engineering Societies.
There are in reality two buildings,
one facing Titirty-ninth street and
the other on Fortieth street, the two
being connected by a passageway.
One building is to serve as a club
home for the members, while the
other houses the great workshop and
laboratory with the librory-room for
the three scientific societies.
Mr. Carnegie donated outright
ji.000.000 for the erection of the en-
gineering building. In addition he
made a loan to the three socities of
$400,000 for the purchase of the
ground. Ile took a mortgage upon
the land, with interest at 4 per cent.,
flip life of the mortgage to be twenty
yews, but payable sooner if the so-
cieties are able.
The undertaking has attracted the
attention of men of science who arc
engaged in the great manufactures,
for it ii. expected that the concentra-
tion of scientific work in one building
will be of inestimable service in the
great world of industrial and mining
activity. Already !Prime of those who
illustrate the commercial applicatieu
of science and especially of electric-
ity have felt it a 'privilege to contrib-
ute mote particularly with a view of
decreasing the mortgage.
MAN'S HEART IN
MOTION ON SCREEN.
Breathing Lungs. Too—Pictures Tak-
en Now With X-Rays.
empioying the G-ra)s and thc
cinematograph in combination. mov-
ing pictures are now taken of the liv-
ing ltuigs as they rise and fall in the
act of breathing, and of the heart as
it pumps blood through the body.
The moving pictures are taken as
well of* the heart and lung actions of
a sick man as of a healthy one.
So it will he possible for a lecturer
to thrown on a screen before his
class an actual reproduction of the
lessons in the lungs or of the faulty
movement of the heart-valves in the
patient who lives before him.
The invention is !wring busily ex-
perimented with in the great hospital
for constimptives here. A resident
physician there says they hope for
many valuable remits from the mov-
ing pictures in diagnosing doubtful
eases of Nog or heart disease.
Farmore- surely than the doctor's
eye. even aided by the X-rays, or his
ear. with the ..tetiinlicapc. will the
miiveg pictures tell precisely what
a patient. —London Telegeam.
37 Letters on a Pinhead. •
An ordinary pin with thirty-scycn
eharacers inscrilwrl upon its head
was the oddity an Eagle reporter was
privileged to view through a power-
ful m.agnifying glas s. The work was
done hy curtie Wadsworth Young.
an expert engraver employed ie a
jewelry store Fllit011 'greet. and
when Mr. Young was questioned
shoe the werk he .stated that it had
been done at add. intervals in the
conrse of a single day.
"It is impossible to work for more
than a minute at a time." he, said, be-
cause ef the strain upon the eye.-
Mr.- Voting showed to the Eagle re-
porter the engraving tool, which had
a _point so fine as to he actually sti
yratile to the naked eye. lint even
with sneh a perfect tool and with the
aid of a powerful glass. Mr. Young
•t.vted that 'such w.ork. was largely a
matter of delicacy of touch and' per-
fect control over the hand. The char-
acters on the head of the tiny pin are
the 26 letters of the alphabet, the
name "C. W. Young" and the dale
on which the work was done. Each
of the characters is perfectly iermed
and when viewed with a powerful
glass they seen; rather ordinary, but
when the glass is ispensed with and
the pin head viewed with the naked
eye. it seems marvelons that euch
work could be accomplishera—Ernok-
lyn Eagle.
Pettigrew to Succeed Taggart.
Wa.hington, D. C.„ April 1.7 -In
an' interview today, Senator Fred T.
Derucils. of Idaho, proposes ex-Sena-
tor Pettigrew for democratic national
chairman to succeed Thema: Tag:
girt.
A CapLcin's
Written for the Reg ster by May Ellis.
!larding their city and imploring him
to come to their relief. The next
hour seems like a miserable dream.
The sharp ringing notes of enmmatsd,
the quick. steady tramp of marching
men. the grating of the chains as the
anchor was hoisted into place and
the la t faint glimmer of aline a• the
elate. fetled into the sunset
And the next chapter of my life
story came to me as a dream. but no
upon the walls of mernore- Perhaps
Seneca i* right. Perhaps. when the
body. oearied with the toile of this
mortal life is reposing in sleep, The
spirit, immortal. unfettered by time
and space and"weariness. is beholding
.g them upon the pagee of the 
metescenes in a dtstain and re ord-
ory to be called dream-. 
when the eurplue water is• extracted
by means of filter prereice. After- 
cAR014 DIRECORYm
I stood. mem the shore of a silent. eard it is pressed again and rollelt
ennleee 'ca. Overhead the
 storm- Use) the requisite size, ranging: in
,wreck. The artillery of the heavens
heti completed what die actillery of
- he enemy had begun. Some of the
-hips had sunk beneath the storm-
-este:1 waves. Some were on fire
and as I looked on the last one I saw
enacted the closing .seenk• of this
tragedi of the sea. The decks were
wet with human hlood the treacher-
ous sea was crawling steadily up the
sales of the doomed shin. The light
from the other blazung vessels lighted
up the scene and on the reeling deck
a strange ceremony was. being per-
formed.
A manly form lay wrapped in the
Ale he had died to defend, apt! it
needed no second glance to tr.r.II me
•hat it was my leusbated over whom
reevice. The only dime was the dull
atom of the cannons the only corpse
candle.; the white Plato of the burst-
trig shells. I heard the chaplain's
'-nice ruse in prayer as the dearly
loved cley was iidven to the embrace
of the all-conquering e-a, and as the
viilo-s stood on the dentine- deck,
reneine into the water where the pre-
...tees form had disappeared. the ship
lurched to the rurrht, turned over and
sana as if to follow the one who has/
euided her safelyduring: his life
• • • • • • • • • *
A darkness, not of earth, fell over
eey inirit and when consciousness and
-eeson returned the spring's fairy
"reel, had replaced the glory of the
eettlinn's gold "No tidings," they
told me carefully, after marry days,
ole oh! knew the whole sorrowful
*pone
To the people of the little home
'own the fate of the fleet will never
he explained until that day when the
sea give' up its dead, but on the
'laces of my heart it is writtten ,
letters blood and fire that can
never he erased.
My spirit is only waiting the sum
nem. te join that other glorified
roirit who through the long lonely
;rennet,- has walked by my side.
Sometimes I hear the soft rustic
of snowy pinions, the faint strains of
1:cave:der music and I know he is pro-
tecting me and loving me just as he I
did when in that far-off summer of I
• girllweel I became ".1 Captain's I
Bride."
And Now We Can
Live in Porcelain
Houses
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The Pinnies, Nickels, Dios and Quarters Maks the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW SOON YOU WIL LHAVZ A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS
MECHANIC'
a
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
1 310 Broadway
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Wildly
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
Fee the Cesessisase st ow patrons and the adsorb a Monk isa
have pieced copies of the &rectories of the cities mond beleer he Ss Isom
is( Register office at p3 Brcathrep, where the public is WON is call
whoa desiring the address of any resident of the cities mese&
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 1111111MANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
List of Directories on File
ALLIMINSNY CITY. PA
ATI ANTA. 0A.
BALTIMORE MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
BRONX. N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFALO, N. T.
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.
CINCINNATI, 0.
CHICAGO. ILL.
CLEVELAND 0.
COLUMBUS, O.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
I a.in sitting all alone tonight. Alone
in an olcl age whose only companion
is an enduring sorrow. A sorrow
which has walked by my side through
the yea.rs that have numbered the
•rilestones of a long life journey.
Sixty of these milestones lie be-
eline}, and th ough all the dark, lone
valleys of Baca, on that lonely way
ha!, this specter embittered my p I-
grimage. But now, as during a long,
cloudy dsy, the gloom lies over land
and sea until, just at the close, the
glorious conquering sun shines forth
to leave a comforting promise of a
glorious morrow, so just at the close
of my dark, sorrowful life the sun-
sh ne of ineenocy lights up the dim
halls of the past, the spirit of a dead
happiness conies forth with the grave.
wrappings of oblivion torn from face
end brow, and I see 3C1-0.53 the mists
of a dimly rolling river a well-loved
face and my whole soul thrills with
the rapture of the meeting so socm
to be.
How long ago it 'seems! That
night when the threads of our exist-
-nee were first et-ossed by that des-
tiny which molds human lives. It
was the springtime of my youth. The
lilies of Faith and Trust were bloom-
ing in the gardenof the soul, the
path of lufe was strewn with the
othrnless roses of happiness. Then it
was that the Demon of War bounded
his call to battle, and the thousands
quitted the plow and sickle to be-
come reapers in that other grins har-
vest, whose moisture is blood and
tears and ohose fruits are death and
despair. The little •,easide town that
I called home because an important
point in the coast defense. the call of
the bugle aboird the great men of
war in the harbor became 3 familiar
sound, and we learned to trust our
protector and felt no fear of the foe
who were ravaging the other sea-
coast towns.
Time passed on The snows of
winter had bkneoened into .the roses
of June and the summer roses had
faded into the gold and crinesoo that
robe the autumn hills and one tight,
when the luteht of the harvest moon
lay over earth and eta. turning the
cliffs into fairy castles and the loan
of the waves into liquid pearl. I Wood
with the bridal roe., crowning my
brow by the side of the captain
whem - all our little port had learned
to lose am/ trust. "Till Death us do
part," War the yew my spirit regis-
tered as thc solemn words of the
marriage 'service rose on the still
night air. Scarcely had the echo of
inn mutual sows trembled into the
silence when! just as we stepped out
;the chudth door, a telegram was
handed husband. It was from a The porcelain house is not the
town (*tether up the coast telhng lion latcm. in children's toys, nor yet a
that the enema's ships were born. pretty ornament foe the &awing
room: it is a serious suggestion for
the ending of the householder's trots.
blee.
Its great advantages are sittoplicity I
of erection, denalinees and economy.
and in consequeace it is thought
that the great difficulties in work-
men's dwetlings might be settled by
it.
The house is made practicable by
the invention ef a method of making ,
dream can ever have the vivid reality large sheets of porcelain about an '
of the picture that on that night. din- inch thick, which has the •ItTeftfeth. I
int/ sleep, was flashed across:. the in- without the bulk, of a brick wall.
tervening waste of waters and painted ,Perhate- rt would be well to ex-
plain here exactly what eheet porce•
lain is. It is inamifactured from a
mixture of clay and sonny with
French flint boulders adjusted to
their.' proper iiroportioue. Thle is
carefully worked by special"- design-
ed machinery into a liquid state.
cluutele had gathered in a heavy Mace thickness from one-quarter: of an
et
wave across. the eaetern sky. . 
inch to one inch in thicknese. Thismass " i-etching like extended black
red glow in the west marked 
is carried into the drying rooms and
place where the sun had gone douse
fired.
The internal decorations and color-
All was silent in that wide expos's(' ings of the jointivs walls give the
of sea and sky. save the deep growl greatest comfort and cleanliness for
threatening to leap. and the low wash
wild be aot the least manual labor that is
urequired is the hose and waeliclurele
of the thunder like a
of the waves on that lonely almee. The cleansing of the toom from any
rhe lurid line of the herizotee'glow nauseous gases or bacteria in the
was imitroken• vircent in one coot, and least time with the least trouble and
there, sharply ontlinied azaine, the expense should also he easy.
er•iinson sky. wh. the white aans For artistic effect bisque colored
the Hei r I he'', *watched ranish beyotel pantinge can be. with the aid of nm-
the 11.•ri7.on's rim. 4 chine priming and colored glazes,
made to replace wall paper-blue and
scold design' can by these deco:rote
ive processes:1 be produced at a ridic-
'dowdy small figure for a higher
grade of dwellings. A fire-roomed
house with reome about twelve feet
square, weighing only eighteen tone.
and raccilPaileg a few clays for erec-
tion er taking down. might he of
A dinmes-, na-sed over my eisic.tr
aril %%Lep it cleared away I caw the
shit): dr:Own tip in line of battle, and
facing them, was the fleet of the
Tile bugles were calling "To arms."
the cannon thunderity.r through the
grimy port-holes, the stalwart g1111,-
tiers polishing mul careesing the
treat monsters and t•eemingly ttrging immense value to the owner. Sheot
them to avenge the loved flag and the tiorcelaio. half-inch thick. glazed and
None: who had died beneath its (locorated both sides, can be pro-
folds. The storm broke in all its 411•ccfl at -s-cry mall c"- 11"
fury, the crash of the thunder min- houngsi' of the poor may be he this
vier} with the roar of the cannon. invontion of sheet porcelain relieved
The 'lash of the lightninig blended of many diffictilties and made com-
of the paratively easy.hhiiligf he phosphorescent glory
sea 34 the great waves lrroke in When once time re'rrelaill sheets
'sparkles of foam against the heaving are on hand the hone can he brae
Porno of the v4,.-sels No quarter was hi about three days This new in'-
asked is given one
 by one I saw vention -is destined to became very
the sailors fall rimier the enemy'e popular both on account of its; cheap-
merciless fire the scowl of battle nese and labor-geeing advantages."-
forever set on faces dark with the Exchange.,
poacher's anioke. A mist fell over
the scene sad "Min lifted, the fleet They need never fear sin's contag- •
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We UV authorized to announce do
candidacy et Charles Reed to' =psi
subject ts the Democratic Primary ti
be held Thursday, Mai 2. 1907
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary tc
be held Thursday. May a, 1907
salkalte authorised to aemounees the
Liu of Joe L Potato for yormaitlach to the Democratic Primary to
be ladd Thursday. May a.
Cno Clock.
We WO amkosisod to ausentace
City Clieerk Hoary Bailey ass math
dote for to ±3O to tie oasis of
cif, clerk *abject to the Democratic
(Plenary to be held Tharaday, May a
1911111.
We are authorized to announce
Maurice M. McIntyre as a caselidate
4 for city clerk, subject to the Demo
critic Primary to be held Thursday
Nay 2, may.
9i
4
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•
•
•
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City Treasurer.
We are authorised to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for atS
treaker, subject to she Democratic
Printery to be held Thursday, May a
z90.
We are authorized to announce the
cadney of !ohs W. lideLsighe fcer
city treasurer, subject to the Demo
eratic Primary to be held Thursday
May a, reed.
City Ateonary.
We are aetborised to $116012•011 the
candidacy of John G Miller, Jr., foe
city attorney, sobject to the Demo
critic Primary to be held Thursday
May a, rem.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Demo
eratic Primary to be held Thursday
Shy 2, 1907..
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of A. L Harper for
city attorney, subject to the Derro
critic primary to be held Tuesday,
Mby 2, !goy.
City Amessoe.
Weeare authorized to announce W
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re
election to the office of city assessor
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday. May 2, 1907.
City Jailer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri
'nary to be held Thursday. May 2
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Ihtniary to be held Thursday, May 2
1007.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pr
mary to be held Thursday, May a.
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for city
jailer, *object to the Democratic Pri
'Nary to be held Thursday, May 2
JgCri.
We are ant:torized to announce the
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for c..ty
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri
mary to be held Thursday, May 2
1907.
— 
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of R. M. Miles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri
nosey to be held Thursday, May a
7907.
School Trustee.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Ben Welk for s,7hool
trustee from the Second ward, sub-
sect to the action of the city demo
critic primary to be heal Thursday
Nay 2.
W H Y BUY HAND-ME-DOWN CLOTHES AT
TAILOR-MADE PRICES WHEN
YOU CAN GET REAL TAILOR-
MADE CLOTHES, MADE HERE
AT HOME. EXCLUSIVE PAT-
TERNS AND GUARANTEED TO
FIT FOR $25 AND UP.
HARMELING
THE TAILOR
Palmer House
What Dreams Ale iviaue Of
.1.1111..114••••••
Dreams that pass through our
heads during the night that is sacred
to sleep, from whatever cause produc-
ed, frequently turn out to be prophet-
ic in their character.
An instance is given, says the Chi-
cago Tribune, of a young Italian lad
natned Luigi Taranti, employed in a
home for lost children in London,
having a dream in which four nuns
bets occurred frequently. So im-
pressed was be that he saved up un-
til he could afford to invest $.3 in
lottery tickets. At the drawing,
which occurred shortly afterward,
the magic numbers were drawn,
bringing him Vex
An elderly Oregon woman was the
recipient a few years ago, of an in-
teresting present from Queen Alex-
andra. She svas then living in Croy-
don, England,' and had several dreams
in which her majesty had given her
a chair, a shawl and a Bible. Wor-
ried by the constant repetition of
these dreams, he wrote to the queen
and a day or two later a chaplain of
the royal lady went to Croydon and
fully inquired into her circumstances.
Soon after the dreamer was made
proud on receiving a beautiful warm
woolen shawl and a Bible, on the fly-
leaf of which was inscribed that it
had been sent by command of the
queen.
During a breach of promise suit an
epistle written by the faithless lover
was produced. In it he stated that
he would terminate all relations with
the young lady, as there were "no
aigna of the coal business ever be-
coming a fact" In explaining the
peculiar reason the defendant stated
that for three nights in succession he
had dreamed that the father of the
girl had been made rich by finding a
vein of coal on sonic of his land. The
dream had led him to court the girl
that lie might inveatigate the matter
and see the likelihood of the dream
ever coming true, but his efforts be.
ing fruitless, he decided to break off
the engagement. In sutnniing up the
case to the jury, the judge comment-
ed *cathingly upon the -sordid mo-
tive-a of the mercenary hoer, and the
jilted une was awarded $aso dam-
ages. The father, though a hard-
headed bu.siness man, could not aid
himself of certain impressions re-
ceived daring the young man's tell-
ing of his oft-repeated drew* so
commenced boring for coal in the
field. and as the sequel proved. found
it in such rich quantici that he and
his daughter are now worth a small
fortune through such find. The faith-
less lover now stishea he had mar-
red the girl.
A story comesto us from Scotland
of a dream being the means of saving
the lives of two little children near
Dumfries. They "tere daughters of
a blacksmith and disappeared one ev-
ening a'. dusk. Search parties scour-
ed the neighboring country during
the right, but without success. One
Of the searchers went to bed early
the next morning, tired out nith the
Lung' search, but, unable to sleep, he
passed into an uneasy doze, when he
dreamed that he saw the missing chil-
dren in a bole at a certain part of the
wood-a which lie and others had
passed in their search during the pre-
viout evening. Though skeptical of
dream: he got up and went to the
place, and lo and behold, he found
the children fast asleep, though hid-
den by a dense pile of brushwood.
'Richard Mansfield, the actor, once,
had a dream in London. England,
wW Ai was the turning point in his
career. It occurred years ago, when
Mr. Mansfield was trying to eke out
an existence aa a painter in London,
that his training as a singer enabled
him to obtain an engageemnt with
d'Oyly Carte in a traveling 'Pirates
of Penzanze" company. but the man-
ager of the company was so exacting,
cutting salaries. or imposing fines on
the slightest excuse, that Mr. Mans-
keld found. it herd to get along. As
he did nOt yield promptly to unjust
demands. he at last was set adrift
with hardly a shifting in his pocket.
So he walked into London, found a
cheap lodging house, and tried to get
a. job. On the third night away from
the company he dreamed of being
called baele to play once again for
d'flyly Carte. He dreamed he saw
the secretary of Carte call upon him
in a great hurry, rush his portable
property 'into a traveling bag, and do
the lightning run for the next train.
So plain and vivid was the dream
that on awakening in the morning at
o'clock. he jumped quickly out of
bed and without considering how
foolish it might he began throwing
things in his satchel. But when he
had completed his toilet, he began
wondering why he had acted so ab-
•turdly, when. there came a knock at
the doors Opening it he saw d'Opy
Carte's secretary, just as in his dream
and he was in a great hurry, too! He
cried out to Mansfield:
"Can you pack up and reach the
station in ten minutis to rejoin tii,:
company?"
"I can," answe ed acted, calm-
ly pointing to the bag. "It is all
read" I was expecting you."
The little man was a trifle scared,
but Mansfield was butioled into a cab
and then hurried to the station in a
way similar to his dream.
Manager Moore, of the Tennessee
Electric Theater, is always on the
lookout for the latest and best at-
tractions to be found in this iine u:
amusements.
OAT SPLITS THE
SCHOOL BOARD
Unable to Decide Whether a
Teacher Laughed eit
Suffering.
New York, April 17.---two cele-
brated questions about a cat were
answered as soon as asked in about
this way:
Ding, dung, bell,
Pussy's in the well.
Who threw him in?
Little Johnny kireen.
Who pnlled him out?
Little Johnny Stout.
But no answer has been given yet
to an equally important question:
"Did little George Fletober's teacher
laugh when a bad boy ha ()merge's
cat with a stone?"
The wise board of eduzation of
Lower Preakneas, N. J., strove
mightily but vainly to arrive at the
truth about little George his teacher
Miss Marie De Ford, and his cat.
After hearing witnesses the board
adjourned, leaving the tremendous
question unsolved.
Briefly, little George is the adopted
son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Green-
ough, who lire next door to the
Lower PleakneAS schoolhouse. A
boy oho must have a dsposaion like
"little J(shitiry Green" threw a 'tone
at George's Cat Anil hit it. George
was more pained than the cat. He
thought hc ?saw De Ford laugh-
ing at his pet's sufferings and re-
proached her.
"You are mistaken George" the
teacher say* he replied.
George nnderstood her to use ".1
short ugly word." and retorted im-
pertinently. Miss 1)e Ford sent him
home and told him not to come to
; school until he arbologizod to tier.
Of course, Mc'. Grenough sided
with George and the cat. The dis-
t pine was carried to the board of edu-
cation. Villagers filled schoolhouse
No. 2 when the board met; partisan
ifeang ran high. Miss De Ford did
!not dignify the meeting with her
presence. A messenger was sent for
her and, returning. reputed he could
• not find her. Little George and other
l boys described the tragedy as they(sae it; other boys declared Miss De
I Ford seemed to sympathize deeply
with the str.cken cat.
Mrs. Greenough feelingly said that
the truant officer came to her home
taJuatnula? xzfitifffti iczltiff ingkq
to learn why George was "cutting"
ischool. andf his itrecence and the
imputatioip against the dear little fel-
low so excited her that she had "an
attack af heart failure." The board
could not recorici!e •he ciniflicting
testimony, AO dodged Ow tatal ques-
ttion by adjourning._
Made Carnegie's Fortune.
(Sharon- llill t Pa.) Cot. Pldiadel-:
. phia Record.)
I The inventor who more than per-
haps any other r. an besides Andrew
Carnegie himself laid the foundation
:or Mr. Carnegie' colossal fortune
as a steel maker died of apoplexy
at his home, on the Chesnut pike,
near here, last night. lie %13A Jacob
Reese, a native of Wales. who in
early ,life invented .-nd prospered in
Huntington county and in Pittsburg;
who invented the "boding" and the
'!basjc" proceases for the manufacture
of steel; made the world', first st-el
"bloom," and who had thought he
was going to get $1.500 a week from
Carngie and others out of the latter
process as long as he should live.
Instead of that, however, after long
lifgation with' My. Carnegie, and
others in the patent office, he has
for 'sonic years received semi-official
royalties of only $2,500, though he
had other quite handsome- .sources
of revenue.
For the past seventeen 3ears Mr.
Reese has been a residnt at Phila-
delphia and one or more of its sub-
urbs. and for abaut twenty years be
was a deacon at the Baptist Tempi(
Broad and Berks streets. .
Ile has been a Fr-e Mason for over
, fifty-two years, a deacon in various
!Baptist chureelts for sixty-one years,
i and was an inventor of various com-
mercial festilizers, in addition to the
many devices he had evolved to sim-
plify the making- of steel. His sec-
ond wife, who survives him, was Miss
Jessie NIcElroy, of Philadelphia. His
funeral will take place in Pittsburg
on Friday, but the services over the
the body will take place at his Sharon
Hill home tomorrow evening at 5
_o'clock, and Rev. Russell H. Conwell
pastor of the Baptist Temple will of-
ficiate.
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it THE JUROR IS NOT is
THE CRIMINAL. In
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(Chicago Examiner.)
Chit:ago is going to see whether
making a juror comfortable will crip-
ple the administration of justice. The
jurors' new quarters on the sixth
thaw of the Criminal Court building
will, when finished, afford all they
could reasonably ask in the way of
food and lodging.
Once the English law forbade a
butcher to sit on a jury. It was
thought that his occupation night
make bins too savage. Today the
American custom is to forbid a juror
the ordinary comforts of life. Ap-
parently we think comfort will keep
him from being savage enough.
When the juror is in the witness
box he receives the most flatterimz
attentilu. The prosecutor plead*
with him. The defendant's attorneys
strive to convince him. The judge
construes the law for hint When he
leave,. that box and retina to the
jury room he finds nothing but phy-
sical discomfort.
The judge who passes on the law
leaves the bench and goes to the
club or home. He takes his case. The
jurors, who are the sole judges of
the evidence, go to bare rooms—and
take their medicine.
The idea that discomfort will has-
ten a verdict or in any respect make
the jurors do their duty better i's as
foolish as the long-exploded, old Brit-
iah idea that a butcher is liable to be
more, cruel than any one else. The
truth is. discomfort is more likely to
hinder titan aid justice. It 'oaken
men irritable. Irritable men do not
reasno calmly or agree readily. The
proof of that, if any proof be needed,
will be fotmd in the report of the
proceedings of the Thaw jurors
A juror is one of the most import-
ant piddle servant; in this country.
On him depends absolutely the ail-
ministration of justice under the AM-
erican system. He is the man who
who will curb the trusts, if law is to
curb them. He will protect the lives,
and propert% of the citizen from the
criminals. ii,.r and low, if they art
to be protected. He should, there-
fore, be treated in a manner consist-
ent with iii great responsibility.' lk
should not ho locked up in uncork-
fortable ply'.., if a comfortable place
can he had. lie should not be com-
pelled to render a verdict whose
finding :-, affeet(11 in the slightest
degree by his desire to escape con-
finement He should be left free to
devote his whole thought to the law
and the evidence. It is probable
that a different mode of treatment
will secure bester jurors. It is al-
most cexta:n that it will secure, in
the long run, better verdicts. We do
not know- whether, it will lessen -the
average ti(re required for reaching a
decision That remains to be seen,
But we do know that whatever de-
lay it -.• ly Occasion will be infinites-
mai cr.: :red -with the delay gener-
ally o :tied by dilatory tactics
befor( •i7:e uryFrets a chalice to Te-
te,- .aisider what it verdict
shall
isms.
ADVERTIV? TN Tug. -i-.2"-GISTEP
Ana alif.T 12SLIZ3.
How to Get Rich Quick.
(Falling Waters Cur. Phila. North
American.)
Benjamin Franklin gander has beeni
asked by the governinent to explain
his methods of getting rich quick.
A New York farmer answered an
advertisement. "How to get more
eggs." and enclosed the dollar fee.'
Bauder's advice was simple'
more
eothheenr s."mancoinplained that when
he sent $5 to I am n the aecret of:
"living without wurk.•• he was ad-
lied to become a boarder at the,
peorhou Sr.
When an inquisitive person tried to
learn the secret of "travel free at
government expense" Ii received the
valuable advice, "Paste a postage
stamp on your back, climb into a mail
box and make a noise like a regis-
tered letter."
"Don't drown at sea" was another
Bauder ad. E. Z.. Bradford sent
dolAir land asked Arhat sliould be
done in case of shipwreck. .f he ans-
wer to this was: "Sink until you
reach the bottom and walk home."
•
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
Lawyer.
Will practice in all eonrts of
Kentilek V.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
flit ;met), tat hist. )
Office 306 Broadway, Phone in,.
Residence, 8ro Broadway, Phone 149
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : Kentucky.
A. S. DABNEY, DENTIST,
Trueheart Building.
Telephone 511-R.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED,
Lawyers.
Roma to, it and 12. Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY,
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.
ROOM 5, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, KY. .
Old Phone 1992.
DR. ADRIAN ROYER,
Office, 112 1.2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KE.NraCKT.
EXCURSION
BULLETIN
THE FOLLOWING RE-
DUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
Mystic Shrine and German Bap-
tis Brethren. April 25th to May
t8th; round trip $6o.so, limit
July' 31st.
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA.
Eclectic Medica Association.
June 8th to Isth, limit August
31st; round trip S6o.so.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April 19th to November 3oth—i5
days--123.75. Coach excursions
on special dates—$i8.00 every
Tuesday, limit to days
FOR FURTHER PAR-
TICULARS APPLY TO
J. T. Donovan,
Agent City Ticket Office.
Fifth and Broadway.
R. M. Prather
Agent Union Depot,
VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.
Phones: Office 870; Res. 272.
razUQUI) KY. 4- -•
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It's Just, Rectived „JUDGE CONTINUES WORKING
FOR A NEW COUNTY JAIL
1
H'UYLER'S
SWEETENS
CANDY.
HEARTS.
The bottom layer
VS a box of
fa44%i?:Fr.c4 CANDIES
trigs fcrth as any
,jdicious morsels
or and surprises
as the top layer,.
And its always fresh if you get it
at
*rigiiler,4071.3
A DRUG STORE
411T." t5c BROADWAY.
GRAND JURY ONADJOURNING REPORTED THAT THE JAIL
WAS PROPERLY RUUN BUT THAT IT WAS ENTIRELY TOO
SMALL FOR THE INCREASI NO DEMAND—JUDGE LIGHT-
FOOT CONTINUES TRYING TO GET THE FISCAL COURT
TO CONSTRUCT NEW BUIL DING.
.1 lidge Lightfoot was hopeful that
the cimuit court grand jury would
make a, favorable recommendation
before adjournment that would ke of
assistance to the judge in his efforts
to procure a new, handsome county
jail, but the jury did nothing farther
than state in .its final report that the
jail was run properly and satisfac-
torily as possible under the cir-
cumstances, but the jurors did not
believe the jail was large enough and
sufriciently modern for the increasing.
demands. /cage inside. This cage gets out of
Judge Lightfoot appeared before 'fix every once 'n a while and causes
the grand jury whle that body was !great trouble, being about worn out.
in session and requested that the ', while it takes at least $3,0oo per year
members whereof recommend that a • now to keep the place in repair.
/3 13 21 ttUtrUU U U *I new county jail be reconstructed, the Everybody having business around
n IS judge wanting this sanction of his there recognize and speaks of the vast
13 POPULAR WANTS. a movement to lay before the fiscal need for a new building and appur-1
13 aa court and thereby evidence the senti- , tenances, and Judge Lightfoot eon-
s: a a nunnuttuunnu a u as mem of the jurors on the proposition,- tinues working bard to get the Ills-
believing this would be of matefial , cal court to act in the premises, but
aid to hint in pointing out to the i has not succeeded thus far. He be-
ftscal body the recognized needs for heves in putting up a $25,000 jail,1
d better jail. Always before adjourn- and if the officials do not want it on
ing the grand jury makes a tour of , the court house square, let them build
the county jail to note the condition it at some other point, just so he gets1
it is in and then report to the a jail commensurate with the needs
circuit court judge in its final state- sinl demands.
tt
FOR SALE—Stock dry goods"
Thompson & Griffith, Benton, Ky.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev
enth and Broadway. Apply to B.
Scott.
. HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE—
Will sell cheap. Apply ato N. 6th.
New Phone 80. • tw
FOR SALE OR RENT--Residence
corner Twenty-first and Broadway.
Apply to Dr. W. J. Bass.
FOR RENT—Rooms 212-214 in
Fraternity budding, second floor.
Apply Prs. Stewart and Bass.
FOUND—Leather case contaiking
advertising knives. Owner may re-
cover .same at Register office.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionab:e dressmaking at 726 Jet-
ferson street. Old 'Phone taos.
'nem, issued before being dismissed.
The jurors toured the building Mon-
day, and although mentioning the
fact the place was too small, did not
include any recommendation for a
new structure in thc report.
The old jail now standing was built
about the war time, but has deterio-
rated greatly, become too small for
the needs and in all run down. For
the past few days it has tact' every
prisoner inside the building to revolve
the .crank that turns the huge iron
•
ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Stearn Hammer
Forgings; New Work Our Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas F,ogines
Works Salesroom and Office First and Kentucky avenue
JACKSON FOUNDRY let, MACHINE CO.
FOR RENT—Eight-room !Rowse, WOMEN PROTEST
cornen Ninth and Clark. Will be va-
cant after May nit. Old phone inst.
The best scenes, the catchiest
songs. at the Tennessee Electric
Theatre.
WANTED—Bilious people to use
Soule' s Liver Capsules. R. W.
WALKER, CO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
Fred Schmidt has fine pasture,
good fence and spring water and pre-
pared to pasture horses or cows safe-
. ly Old phone 929-4.
LOST—Round pin ssith blue enam-
eled locket set with brilliahts at-
tached. on Third between Washing-
ton and Third streets and 536 South
Third Return to Register and re-
*tceive reward
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
'Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House Paducah, Kv
• Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit hooks by the day. week or the
-s*-s#eb. -Terms reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, Room one No.
Treeheart Boildieg, 534 Broadway.
Ote: Mine. gea-r.
- —
EDDY TRUSTEES ASK TRIAL.
Demand Immediate Hearing, Claims
sians". • ing No Conspiracy Exists.
.•Concord, N. II., April 17 Comoel
or the trustee a of Mts. Mary Baker
G. Eddy in the -at brought by Geo.
W. Glover am! other "next friends"
of Mrs Eddy against Christian
Science officials to compel the lattrr
to give an accounting of Mrs. Eddy's
estate took an unexpected course to-
day by filing a motion for an imme-
rgate hearing.
The motion. which' wa•-: filed with
the 'clerk of the 'Mlerrinnack county
superior conrt. asks that the "next
friends" be ordered to show cause
why the motion of thr tru-tees for
/cave to intervene as plaintiffs should
not be granted and that Whirs. Ed-
dy's relritives have objections they
make them known at once.
The trustees aver that to their
knowledge no combination of persons
ha existed for the porpose of sechid-
ing Mrs. Eddy and deny the allCga-
:ion that she was not competent to
execute the deed of trust
-CET A JAGG'
AND BE HAPPY!
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AGAINST WARS
MOTHERS. WIVES AND DAUGH
TERS AT PEACE CON- •
GRESS.
Opposition to the Military and Naval
Display at Jamestown Exposi-
tion
New York. April my. -The protests
of mothers, wives and dannhters I
against a continuance of wars among
christianized peoples were uttered
Tuesday at the fourth seesion of the I
first national arbitration peace con-
stress in Carnegie Hail presided over
by Mrs. Anna Garly Spencer, of
Providence. R I.
The big hall was crowded with wo-
men gathered from many sectiou, of
the country an all wearing the white
badge of delegates. Mrs. Julia Ward!
Howse and Mrs. May Wright Sewall i
were to have been the gtseWe of honor
but the former could not be present.
letter from More Howe wag re- i
ccived and read.
Following the morning session, at ,
which "the relation of women to the
peace movement," was discussed. there
were two sessions of the congress
afternoon, one at the Hotel Astor,
devoted to "the comenercial and in-
dustrial aspects o the pears move-
ment" and at Carnegie Hall, devoted
to young people. Marcos N. Marl.
president of the National Association
of Clothiers,, presided at the Hotel
Astor gathering, while at Carnegie
Hall 'William H. Maxwell. superin-
tendent of the public !schools of New
York, was in charge.
One of the notable addresses de-
livered at the women's meeting wan
tIvat of Mies Mary E. Wooley, presi-
dent of Mt. Holyolee College, South
liadle we. Mass. Miss, Wooley declared
that the naval and military display to
be madc at the forthcoming Tames-
PEACE CONGRESS DINNER
Many Speakers of Note Address the
Final Session, Closing With
Banquet Last Night
New York, April tn.—The Nat on -
al Peace congress held its final ses-
sions today, the awaken *chiding
Hon. Seth Low. Judge George Grtfn,
Representative Bartholdt of Marma-
ra lion. William J. Bryan, and oth-
ers. The general topic was the leg-
islative and judicial aspects of „the
peace movement.
One of the most notable affairs of
its kind ever given in the metropolis
was the dinner tonight, arranged as
a grand finale to the cortoress. The
original plan' provided for one din-
ner. hut as the guests number 2.000
and no banquet hall in the city is
capable of accommodating that num-
ber it was decided to loaki two din-
ner., addressed by the same speak-
cm. First and foremoat among to-
night's speakers was Earl Grey, the
governor general of Canada. Presi-
dent Roosevelt and President Diaz.
of Mexico. sent messages. which were
read
"EARTHQUAKE"
Carpet Cleaner is sold by Jake Bieder
man Grocery and Baking Co. Gen-
eral Agents.
BIG SNOW BLOCKS RAILROADS
Branch Lines in Minnesota Tied Up
Twenty-four Hama.
•m••••••0111
St. Pao/. Mints, April 17.—ftranch
lines of the Great Northern, North-
ern Pacific and Soo lines were tied
up yesterday by now in various
places through North Dakota for
twenty-four briefs, and it is stated
that the Soo line train is still in the
drifts.
The Northern Pacific got nut its
snow plows and was wceicing on the
north-re branches all day.
Blizzard Sweeps Over Kansas.
Topeka, Kan.. April T7.—A
Olinding snowstorm prevailed
town exposition might work mock over this part of Kansas this morn-
harm in the minds of the susceptible log with a temperature of 36 degrees.
youth of the country.
A good place to rest, 426 Broad-
way.
WrikiS RACE ACROSS OCEAN.
St. Louis Man Returns Hurriedly to
Qualify as Alderman.
St. Louis, Mn., 'April t7.—Albert B.;
leanly elected? to the city cotmcil,
Pinkert, the balloonist who was re-
c 
 '1
I
arrived home from Paris yesterday in l
time to tsualify and occupy his seat i
when the newly elected body con-
venes. While Mr. Lambert was ab-
sent be was elected to the council
and notified of his election by cable!
message. He was told that it was1
necessaty for him to he here try April ;
r6 to. qualify car his election might I
On some technicality he declarrat mil.
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Ready for Your Spring Suit?
Splendid time to pick it out. The spring rush for new clothes will
soon set in and everybody will want everything right away. Make
your selection now, while tnere is yet plenty of time to please your-
self thoroughly and :get a good season's wear out of your suit.
HIM'S NO MINING BEIM THAN OURS
We handle the kind of clothes that will convert the "tailor- made fellow" into a regular patron.
All the new fabrics are here and the cut of our garments shows every correct idea—worked out
to perfection.
Suits at $10.00, $12.50, $15.00, $18.50, $22.50
Prices count for nothing, however, wiles' you see the suits at the pose. That tells the story,
THE ONLY CLOTHING STOKE ,
THAT CARRIES THE
"UNION STORE CARD"
323
BROADWAY
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RACE WAR THREATENED
Near Liberty. Miss—Posses Looking
for Eight Negroes.
New Orleans, IA., April la.— W•
H. Rates. Jr , son of the sheriff of
Amite county, Mississippi. was
brought to this city tonight nub
eight serious wounds. inflicted by,
negroes at Liberty, Mos.. Sunday .1-
tern000.
Louis Radcliff, a Willie carpenter,
was shot through the arm and Mon-
roe E. Anderson, a well-to-do negro
of Liberty, was fatally wounded
The whole county is aroused and
posses are scouring the country in
search oi the eight negroes who were
In the house from which they fired
on the white men. Advicesoreceived
from biberty tonight indicates that
there be more trouble and a race
war is threatened.
Bates had an altercation with a
negro. Will Harris. and got the worst
of it Saturday night. Sunday Harris
came hack to town and went to the
home of Monroe Anderson and when
he learned of it Bates, accompanied
by Radcliff. went thtre to make the
negro apolinize. As they approached
the 'mime. it was found that therel
were eight mercies within, all armed
with pistols and Winchesters. and
they opened fire on the white men,
who pressed them so closly that they
entrusted. leaving Anderson fatally
wounded Bates was found in the
horse almost beside the wounded
negro. both being in a critical state
The white men armed themselves.
and posses were started in every di-
rection for the fugitives. A trail of
blood was followed a considerable
distance, but the absence of blood-
hounds made the search difficult. All
who participated in the shooting will
be killed.
Sunday night the negro meeting
hall was burned and the succesion
of explosions whieb occurred con-
vinced the whites th.t the negroes
had stored up a large quantity of
amunition and arms there.
LOUISIANA BANKERS AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
Met in Annual Convention Yesterday
in Shreveport to Discuss Their
Interests for Year
Shreveport, La., Aped :7 --Retire-
sentatiw financiers from every pare
of the atate liked the rooms of the
Columbia club this morning At the
opening of the Louisiana Rankers'
asseseiation Mayor E R. Bernstein
welcomed the visitor, and R. N.
Sims, of Donaldsonville, responded.
President H. C. Drew of Lake Charles
delivered his annual address and re-
ports were presented by the other
officers and heads of the several per-
manent committees. The addresses
of the day were delivered by Govern-
or Blanchard, who spoke upon the
development of the South. and by W
L. Young, state bank examiner, who
took for his subject "State Bank
Supervision " The convention will
coric'ortc its business trwriorreos
Budweiser, king of bottled beers,
in family size cases of two dozen
honks to the case, delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. An-
heuser-Busch Brewing Association
Branch; both phones t t 2. 3. IT
Steffen. manager.
Season Opened Yesterday WI* All
Tunis Playing—All in Geed
Coolleiters.
0, April 17.—The Am-
erican association open, the SOM..
04 teen today, with St. Paul playing
at Toledo, )4inneapolis at Indianap-
olis. Kansas City at Louisville and 4Milwaukee at Columbus. All teams
are reported in gond condition wad
manager-4 and players are /making
forward to one of the most interest- •
ing pennant races in the history of
the association The schedule pro-
vides for 154 games the season SO
close Sept. td.
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FROWN ON CHEAP OFFICIALS.
Mason City Defeats Ms Who
Wanted to Be rifiaNcimin Moot
Milton City, Aped 17.-4.
McCreary, who pledged linemen that
if elected mayor he would serve for
50 cents a year, was defeated 1st the
election here today The candidates
for aldermen who agreed if elected
to serve for is cejow a year eacii were
also defeated.
Where ; cents buys the most from.
Tennessee Electric Theatre,
Postal Cards Chat
last exactly fit
We are showing thousands of postal cards that are exactly the thing
when you want to drop a line to your friends. We show Feather
Cards, Celluloid Cards, Leather Cards, Embossed Cards, Jewel
Cards, Tinsel Cards, and everything that is new and attractive in
the postal card line.
D. E.Wilsoft.."L„,„B°sic°kit
At Harbour's Department, Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 264
GENUINL
TRADEWATER C 0 A L REAL&PITTSBURG
West Kenstucldur=m-----)all'Co.
INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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